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WASHINGTON ( AP) - Weekly
paychecks of most American workers
were $15 fatter last May than a year
ask but _inflation destroyed any- real
- gain, the labor Department says. -
The department said Wednesday that
weekly earnings of full-time wage and
- salaried workers averaged on in May,
1977 - up $15, or 6.9 percent from May
1976. However, consumer prices rose at
about the same pace and eroded the pay
- raise, off ieials said.
The discouraging inflation news was
expected to be underscored today with
the Labor Department's October report
on wholesale prices.
Due largely to falling farm prices,
wholesale prices are soaring once more
after moderating during the summer.
In September,wholesale prices rose
0.5 percent after showing almost no
change in August. They had declined 0.1
percent in July and 0.7 percent in June.
Farm prices had been falling since
April. Last week, however, the
Agriculture Department reported that
prices farinersigt for their, prnducts as
they move into the wholesale price
chain rose 1 percent between Sept. 15
and Oct. 15.
Farm prices are not considered
sensitive indicators of future retail food
price trends because they can vary
widely from month to month and
among individual commodities. But
trends in wholesale prices eventually
. show up at the retailleveL
Just as food prices helped bring down
the rate of inflation during the summer,
they were responsible for the high rate
of inflalinn earlier in th year._
The Carter  -administration-*Tias
predicted an inflation rate of about 6
percent for the entire' year, Which is
regarded as high but acceptable_ In
1976, the inflation rate was 4.8 percent.
In its report on wages, the Labor
Department said the median weekly
earnings, of all fulltime male workers
was $253 last May, while the median for
women was $156. That's about 62
percent of the average for men despite
the large influx of women into the labor
force in recent years. The -sharp dif-
fererIce in wages has shown little
change for the past 10 years, the
department said.
In a racial breakdown, the -govern-
ment said average weekly earnings of
white full-time workers were $217,
compared with $171 for blatits.
The median for white men was $259,
or 29 percent higher than for black
males, whose median wage was $201.
lloarever, median earnings of white
women, at $157, were only 7 percent
higher than those of blacks. •
Ten years ago, these race differen-
tials were considerably larger - 44
percent for Then and 25 percent for
women.
. The median is the level at which half
the workers earned more and half
earned less.
Clopton Named Bank
Of. Murray Board Member
James Dale Clopton has been elected
to the board of directors of the Bank of
Murray according ttan announcement "
made today. Clopton was elected to fill
the vacancy on the board created by the
death of Gingles Wallis according to a
statement by Joe Dick, bank president.
Clopton, a native of Calloway County,
_is_ the son of the late Gatlin apcl _Ruth
Cole Clopton. He attended Murray
Training School, Murray High and
graduated from Nashville Technical
School.
_ The Murray businessman served as a
flight instructor
during World War





ficial board since 1946 except when on -
required sabbatical. He has held
various offices within the church and
Bible class and is past president of the
Christian Men's Fellowship.
Clopton is past president of the
Murray Lion's Club; Calloway County
Country Club and former c selor for
Four Rivers Boy Scouts. has also
been active in the Miwr y sebatl
Association. He holds membership in
the American Legion; Murray Cham-
ber of Commerce; charter member of
the Murray State. Century. . Club;
Thorobred Club and Big "M" Club. He
has also served as a volunteer worker
for the American Red Cross and other' - • --
service organizations.
Clopton resides with his wife, the for-
mer Charlyne crass, at 1207 Mimosa
Lane•--in-Biturray._ Re has one son.
Cotham while corn- Christopher Dale, who is in his first
*ling courses in year of Medical School at the Univer-
heating, cooling, sity of Kentucky in Lexington.
tIOPTON commercial refn -
eration and electrical installations.
In 1965, Clopton joined with Cotham
in the incorporation of the Freed
Gotham Co. and he is presently serving
as president and co-owner of the local
operation.
He is a member of the First Christian
Church where he has served on the of-
Board Okays
OrientationTrip
Murray Independent School Board
has allowed Murray High Band
Director Joe Sills to attend an orien-
tation program for band directors Nov.
• 16-23.
According to Independent School
Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey, the
city school board okayed the trip to
Mexico in a special board luncheon
session at Murray cafeteria
Wednesday. -
Jeffrey said the school board also
discussed past band travel, long range
projects and the upcoming Orange
Bowl trip during the session.
Band Boosters
Chili Night Set
The Murray High School Band
Boosters will sponsor their annual
hornemade chili supper, Friday night,
November 4, from 5:00 p.M. until game
time, at the Murray Middle School
t• Cafeteria.", . • 
f
Adrnissibn will be $1 per person, at
the door, and will include chili.
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ATTEND APPRAISAL SEMINAR - Some local realtors who attended a land appraisal seminar Wednesday stand
with the keynote Speaker, Dr. Robert C. Suter (third from right). Pictured are john Neubauer, Russell Spurlock, in
Department of Finance, Accounting and Real Estate at Murray State University, Dr. Suter, Nat Sanders, Ray Roberts,
Irene E. Seeling and Bill Kopperud. Some 160 realtors, farm land owners and others attendedThe tme- ay sesstun d
Western Kentucky livestock Exposition Center in Murray,
Staff Photo by Lowell Atchley
Authorities Say Other Arrests
Pend Apparent In Forgery Ring
Calloway County authorities say
other warrants are pending in con-
nection with a three-state prescription
forging ring that has already -led to
three arrests here and in Illinois. --
Twn countians lace_ charges here on
prescription forging and passing
charges. Another county woman faces
similar charges in Metropolis, Ill., and
in Kentucky.
Calloway County sheriff's deputies
.and .Kentucky &site Police_ narcotics
_agents, have arrested .16-sper-old Marty
W. Wilson, Route 1, Almo, charging him
with forging prescriptions, and Stacy
Brandon Elkins, also 19, of Route I,
Almo, charging her with passing forged
prescriptions.
According to Deputy Ted Alexander
with Calloway County Sheriff's
Department, Wilson is charged in two
counts for forging a prescription on
Demerol, aSehedulell-nareotie.-
Wilson also faces an earlier
possession of a Schedule II narcotics
charge and is awaiting an Nov. 30 trial
in Calloway County Circuit Court.
Alexander said ..,Mrs. Elkins is
charged with two counts in connection
with passing a forged prescription
calling for DemeroL Authorities
arrested Wilson Tuesday and Mrs.
Elkins about 10 p.m. Wednesday
Wilson faces a $5,000 "100 percent"
bond whiTairs.'ElkinsTRes a smular
$2,500 bond. Both are in Calloway
County Jail, Alexander said.
One Section-14 Pages
Dr. Ed Crump Jr. says he is in no way related to the late
Memphis political boss Ed Cramp. M. C. Garrott talks of





Mild with occaTonal periods of
rain and possibly a few
thundershowers • today and
tonight. A little cooler with
showers likely Friday. High
today in the low and mid 70s. Low
tonight in the low and mid 60s.
High Friday in the mid and upper
60s.
today's index
Classifieds  11, 12, 13
Crosswords 5
Comics  5,11
Deir Abby  3
Deaths & Funerals  14
Garrott's Galley 4
Horoscope 3
Inside Report  4
Let's Stay Well  5
Local Scene 2,3
Opinion Page  4
Sports  6, 7, 8
low•
Rita Knight, Almo, is in a Metropolis,
Ill., jail facing a $10,000 bond, in con-
nection with passing a forged
pfekrcption there. Alexander said the
woman also faces charges in Kentucky.
Aierander said the arrests were the
Part of an ofiloing investigation by the
county sheriff's department, KSP and
Paducah Police qepartmem.
The deputy said the prescription
forms were apparently stolen from a
plurray physician. He indicated that
none of the prescriptions Were passed In
Murray. Alexander said. _that all
prescriptions apparently forged were





Some 160 realtors, farm owners and
others attended a one day session on
farm appraisal and land investment
strategies Wednesday at West Ken-
tucky Livestock and Exposition Center.
Purpose of the four part session,
according to Dr. William F. Payne of
Murray State-University Department
of Agriculture, was to acquaint realtors
and farm owners with current trends in
farm land appraisal. - - -
Dr. Robert C. Suter, nationally
recognized expert in farm finance and
appraisal conducted most of the allay
program.
Dr. Suter, who for the last 20 years
has been associate professor in the
Department of Agricultural Economics
at Purdue University, talked of trends
and changes in the economy and In
agriculture during the last 10 years.
The keynote speaker' told realtors acid
farm owners of predicted 1978 trends in
the field.
Dr. Suter told persons attending
about the 'appraiser's job in deter-
mining a fair canh price for a piece of
In the afternoon segment of the
session, Dr. Suter talked about
budgeting, costs and dollar returns, and
in-afrrial segment spike on the contract
sale, legal provisions and economic
'alternatives.
Dr.Suter_iS author of 'The Appraisal_
of Farm Real Estate," now in its third
printing. Not just an academician, Dr.
Suter, occasionally tackles some of the
tougher appraisal assignments as a
consultant. His most recent one, done
while on leave of absence last summer,
was a federal estate tax appraisal of
218,532-acres in Florida. -
Dr. Suter told the Murray Ledger &
_Thne. that land appraln1 hap Ineeett -
closer to an exact field within the last 10-e.
years.
MSU Elderly Workshop Set'
A workshop focused' on the in-
terdisciplinary approach to the care of
the elderly will be conducted at Murray
State University for professionals who
work with the aged population on
Wednesday, Nov. 16:
Scheduled from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
Room 226 of Roy Stewart Stadium, the
workshop is a project of the West
Kentucky District of the Kentucky
Dietetic Association, in cooperation




Plans still call for Chestnut Street
to be reopened to traffic sometime
Friday despite the heavy rainfall
last night and today, district high-
way engineer Robert Hodges told
The Murray Ledger & Times today.
the Kentucky Department of
Transportation announced earlier
this week that the street should be
reopened by Friday, weather per-
mitting.
Hodges said today that he could
not pinpoint the time of day that the
barricades would be removed from
the street permitting through traffic
but predicted that the street could be
reopned by noon Friday.
The street has been closed since
early September to allow the con-
tractor, Harper & Arterburn, Inc., to
construct a pedestrian overpass and
reroute the street underneath the
overpass.
Jury Called For Special
November Circuit Court Session
calloway County Circuit Court will be ,
meeting Nov. 21 in a special extended
session from the October term, ac-
cording to court officials.
The court has §upplied a list of jurors
called for the session. They include:
Bobby *lien Adams, Eulalya
Freeman Johnson, Crawfort McNeely,
Rob McCalloi,Darlene. ljai
Raymond McCuiston, Billy Dan On-,
Dorothy Norsworthy, Lake Hall, Perry
Johnson;
James R. Bur n, Mason Thon,...s,
Joe Sims. Jack Norsworthy, Ht),
Hopper, Mancil • Vinson, Owen
BillingtOr Josephine Wolfe, Jewell
Mae Ahart, Max Manning;
I.inus Spiceland, Thomas Bosley
Gaines III, Mrs. Edwin Cain. and
Kenneth Owen.
Plus; .Mrs. Billy Edmonds, (
Garrett, ,Vieginia Gantt, Gilber'
Mathis, Paul Butterworth, Jr., Jimni
Taylar;
- Sharlene Martin, Bernice 'Fade
Gardner, Mobrean George, James NI(
Horton, Leon Henderson. Leroy Todd,
James Bryan Galloway, Lauri. Jane
Galloway, Samuel Jack Gardn'er,
Kathleen Turner;
Mrs. Thomas Hopkins, Eron Story,
Lancie Morris, Zane Coleman. James
T. Thompson, Bernadine Adams, Kathy
Halford, Buddy Ferns, Hugh Hurt,
Peggy Jean Hook^. -
Nbble'Clyde Hopkins, Ivy 51c,Ctiiston,,`„
Michael Charles Johnson, AudreyJean -
Hurt, Ruth Heathcott Hina, Tom
Lewellyn, Peggy Lee Rogers, J?e..;:e
Cook Rogers and Eurie Warren.
Education Systems and Murray State.
Several practitioners will be involved
in a discussion of the integration of
disciplines in the total care of the
geriatric patient, including chronic and
special problems ot the otderIy-aild the
professional's responsibility to the
aging population. Discussions will not
be limited to the problems of the elderly
who are ill.
Scheduled to participate on the
program imd the topics they will
present are:
• —Dorothy Higginbotham, nursing
supervisor at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, "nursing Involvement in the
Care of the Elderly."
- Williid Ani-,-Murray pharmacist,
"A Pharmacist's View of Drugs and the
Elderly."
- Dr. Charles Clark. Murray fain-0Y
physician, "Is There a Real Drug
Problem within the Elderly of this
Area?"
- Guylene Maurer, clinical dietitian
at -Conntunity friethodist Hospital in
Henderson, "Overview of Nutritional
Care of the Geriatric Patient."
- Celeste Sikula, social worker and
social work faculty member at Murray
State, "Needs of the Aged - How- -
Different are They?"
A regitration fee of $5 covers lunch
and workshop materials.
Participants -should register before-
Nov. 11 by writing or calling: Philip
Deaver, Center for Continuing
Education, Sparks Ha1T,-191-Oray-State------




By Jennie B. Gordon
William- Garton- Hutson, "Uncle
Willie," 'owner and operator of Uncle
Willie's Trading _Post, Midway, is a
strong supporter of the' struggling South
641 Water District.
Hutson has recently installed a new
well and pump at his business and
reports the costat over $2000. However,
he agreed to sign up for the public
• water proposal regardless of his past
expense on his welt
This particular businessman sayshe
/is very much aware of the benefits of
public water. Hutson is often found at
itab
the checkout of his store relaying his
reasons for signing up. to. other
businesstheri and residents in the water
district area. He lists the anticipation of
property value increase plus water
treatment advantages as major factors
in his campaign-. . , .
Hunt W. Smock, chairman of the
water district commissioners, has
announced that a water district sign-up
station will be located at the Hazel City
Hall election day, Nov. 8. That day
customers may pay their $50 deposit
and complete property easement
documents.
WATER DEiTRICT SUPPORTER-William Garton Hutson, -Uncle Willie'
((enter) talks over the South 64t Water District with john Barnett, Route R.
Murray. On right is Hutson's wife. luta.. -
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BAZAAR PLANNED—Members of the first United Methodist Church. Women work
on items for the Bazaar and Luncheon to be held Tuesday, November 8, at the church.
Hours of the bazaar will be ten a.m. to four p.m. while the luncheon will be served in
two sessions at eleven a.m. and at noon. Tickets for the luncheon must be purchased
in advance and no tickets will be sold at the door. Pictured, left to right, are Robbie
Harrison, Clarice Sparkman, Myrtle Douglas, Zuia Sykes, awl fuva Alexander. _
Tuesday, November 8, has
- been.- set as the date for the
1977 United Methodist
Women's Bazaar. The annual
fund raising event whim
features a turkey luncheon
who plan to attend the lun-
cheon may purchase tickets
from members of the various
UMW circleS, or they may
contact the church office.
The 1977 bazaar will feature
and numerous shopping a-variety of shopping booths to
—booths- will- be- held-An the--be- hosted as follows:
social hall of the First United.: -Christmas hy Mrs. John,
Methodist Church at Maple Thompson, attic treasures by
and Fifth Streets. Mrs. Robert Douglas, clahing
The booths will open at 10 by Mrs. Roy Folsom, food by
a.m. and close at 4 p.m. while Mrs. I. B. Mayfield, children's
the luncheon will be served in corner by Mrs. Glen Jeffrey,
two sessions—fit 11 a.m. and stitchery by Mrs. Jqhn Far-
at noon. iner, plánts by Mrs. J. B.
This year all - luncheon
tickets at $2 each. ruust- be
purchased in advance. There
will be no luncheon tickets
sold on bazaar day. Persons
Wilson, and books' by Mrs.
Audie Green.. Many hand-
crafted items in addition to
second hand articles will be
offered at reasonable prices.
ft t. with pleasure thirf tee
(mg f  fff ring 1.01d,41.413x-
miestei h IS mph, her
CM, (ruin uur
the brirle4fri-91
Vvrtrt iirtrhrril. They mill hr•
married Nufemher I V. 1,177
Photo by Jennie B. Gordon
Each year one or more
special projects of the church
are chosen to receive funding
from the UMW Bazaar.
This year the proceeds from
the one day sale will benefit
the ramp enclosure proposed
for the rear entrance -to the
sanctuary. The enclosure will
weatherproof this entrance
and add greatly to the comfort
of disabled persons attending
church services.
A second beneficiary will be
the Doris Martin Gorrell
Metnorial Children's Fund
established in January 1976 by
the Hannah Circle in memory
of a past president of the
circle. This fund is currently
helping to support a South
American youngster through
the Christian Children's Fund.
Mrs. Milton Jones,
president of United Methodist
women.. and Mrs. .Buron
Jeffrey, vice-president, are
co-ordinating the 1977 bazaar.
They invite the entire corn7




refreshing way to start the
day: Cover pitted prunes with
orange or pineapple juice and
refrigerate for 24 hours or
longer. Delicious for break-
fast, and vitamin-rich with
vitamin C from the juice and
lots of vitamin A in the prunes:-
Thursday, November 3
Radio Auction by Murray
Lyons Club will continue over
WNBS-WAAW from 6 :,30 to
11:34) p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapten.of
Beta Sigma-Phi will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Ellis Com-
munity Center.
Faculty recital ” by Carl
Rogers, baritone, and Thomas
Baker, pianist, will begin at
8:15 p.m. in Farrell Recital




School FTC will meet at seven
p.m. at the school.
Thursday, November 3
American Diabete,m Club
will meet at First
Presbyterian Church at seven"
p.m.
Girls Wrestling will be at
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center at eight
p.m.
Thursday, November3
Sigma Delta Chi society of
professional journalists will
meet at five p.m. in Room 111,
Wilson Hall, Murray State,
with David Montgomery, an
editor on Daily Mirror,
London, England, as speaker.
Friday, November 4
World Community Day
program by Church Women
United will be at the First
Christian Church at ten a.m.
with Walt Apperson as
speaker and Ron Hampton
presenting special TII0Sic.
Saturday, November 5
Rummage sale will continue
today at the Dexter Com-
munity Center by the Dexter
Homemakers Club..• •
Saitirila—Y;November 5 -
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Videotape .feature, "Wild
River Journey" will be shown
from eight a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
daily in the lobby of the
Student Center, Murray State
University. Admission is free.
Seventh annual Chemistry
Scholarship Tournament,
sponsored by Department of
Chemistry and Student Af-
filiates of the American
Chemical Society, will be held
from nine a.m. noOti-ill
Room 320 of the Blackburn
Science Building, MSU. This
program is open to high school
students only.
Bluegrass State C.B. Club
convention will be held in
Beshear gymnasium, from
five p.m. to eleven p.m.
Sunday, November 6,
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Gardner
will be honored at a reception
in celebration of their. 50th
wedding anniversary at the
home of their son, Larry
Gardner and Mrs. Gardnet, at
Hardin from two to four p.m.
Exhibit in graphic design
and photography by Vicki
Masden, Louisville, and an
exhibit in drawing by Rodney.
Flint, Paducah, will be on
display at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,--.
MSU, through November 16,
Golden Age Club will have a
-pothick luncheon at n:30 am:
at the First United Methodist
Church social hall.. Note__
, ‘Irs. Koh Ru. ilr‘. Ihussils1 lits.,:hes mid lir.. fluivr  modeled tuui.
firuyesible (Uur Sum m.1 Maul liru-";m41, •Aul (••uslimess• us 1 fulisIss hiss Erisliet.
()vs. 19.
Don./ 111s.5 The Srvie Shine-
erv- Fridov- From 12 to 1 nrIock
II TIto
Holiday Inn Dining Room'
Penturing




Fall Festival and Potpourri,
sponsored by St. Leo's
Catholic Church Women's
Guild, will start at seven a.m.
at Gleason Hall, North 12th
and Payne Streets.
- 
Rummage sale will be held
by Dexter Homemakers Club




Ministries to Families of-and
to Retarded Citizens will be at
First United . Methodist
Church, Murray, from three to
six-Tram-All Int erearg periiins
are- welcome to -Participate




Ministries to Families of-and
to Retarded Citizens will
continue at the First United
Methodist Church from eight
a.m. to 1230 p.m. All in-
terested persons are welcome
to participate and a nursery
will be provided.
Benefit program for Tim
Walls, injured in motorcycle
accident, will be held at old
Faxon School building, just off
Highway 94 East, starting at
seven p.m. Country and gospel
music will be featured.
Are You Serious? Do you.











Take 94 East out of Muria
for 2 miles, Turn right on
280 Follow 380 fm 7 miles
past Bonner's Grors;iry Take
blacktop into Panorama to
first stop sign, turn right then
left and you have arrived






























































Fellowship dinner will be
held following morning
worship services at the North
_Pleasant krovp_ CumberlanrcL.
Presbyterian Church. Turkey,
dressing,' bread, and drinks -
will be furnished by the
Church Women.
"CARRIE" (A) 730&
"THE DEMON SEED" (A)r9:20.1
'V 
Dna e Sou re Seen M
You W.Ii leer, Alyala
Feel Safe hi The Dark
Thrs !rifle gel has seen rt
and she wM never be the sane








The Ararnis Suede Travel Bag
Yours for just 6.00 with any Aramis purchase.
A handsome, rich-looking suede bag tilled Aith•
the following essentials
• 2 OZ Alter Sha',e
• 2 oz unbreaklue
• 2oz N.131PEnricheci
Come tO the Ararriit, counter toda
For A New
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Rev. Thornton Speaks
At Meet Cain Home
The Rev. Joe Pat Thornton
was the speaker at the
meeting of the North
paleasant Grove Cumberland
• eibYter1W1.4.33.14.rch- Women
held on October tenth at seven
gm. • in the home of Mary
Katherine Cain.
- Stewardship" was the
subject of the talk by Rev.
Thornton- Who •said• that
stewardship consists of three
talent, and
gill:I-stance-and that
sometime we give our money
and withhold our time and our
talents. He quoted, "moreover
it is found that men and
women be found faithful on
one's own serves and
dependents, the less fortunate,
and carrying out the ministry.
Rev. Thornton's program was.
taken from the scriptures and
a r triessage,. by the tsv. Joe
Jones. - —
Margaret Nell Boyd 'gave
the Bible study based on the
Epistle of James. Prayers
Were led by Linda Thornton
and Mary Katherine Cain. -
The president, Margery
Crawford, presided, and the
secretary-treasurer, Emma
Dean Lawson, gave her
reports. Tentative discussion
was held on the Christmas
party with the date and time to
be announced later,
Plans were made for the
Women to sponsor a
thanksgiving potluck dinner




.Mrs. David (Phyllis) -Wrye
was the honoree at a stork
shower held on Tuesday,
November 1, at seven p.m. at
the hoMe of Mrs Bill Adams
near Lynn Grove...__.,. _
The hostesses fo_r the .*pecial
occasion were Regina-'-
Maness, Donna Adams, and
Sonya. Futrell, who directed.
games ,foi-the me-1'44ra
participate.
Mrs., Wrye,-wearing a blue
pant suit and a corsage made
eWne(1_*:Ofts
at a table decorated with a
stork and floral arrangement.
Refreshments of cake,
punch, mints, and nuts .were
served to the approximately
twenty-five persons present.
the regular Noveniber
meeting. The dinner will be
held irrunediatly following the
Sunday morning worship
- -service with turkey, dressing,
bread, and drinks to be fur-
nished by the CPW. The public
is invited, Mrs. Crawford said.
A social hour was held with -
ref reshmehts being served by
Mrs. Calif.- A hew member
present was Cindy Hester.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Sonia Speight, Mildred Lowe,
Kathryn Glover, Nealie Wells,
Josephine Robinson, Virginia




The - M urtay State
University Women's Society
Christmas Craft Show for its
members will,. be held
Tuesday, November 8, at
seven p.m. at the Community
Room of the Peoples Branch
Bank at North Twelfth and
Chestnut Streets.
Various kinds of Christmas
decorations, gifts, and goodies
be shown at this, time.
Any member needing any
further information about the
show may . call Eloise
Langford, 753-5353, or Shirley
Winters, 753-7745.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Edward Housden of Hazel
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
- -PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Donnie Garrett of Hardin
Rotite Oirie has been a patient
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT'
' Buell Hargis of Almo Route-
One has been a patient at
.1.40Fdes Hospital, Paducah.
RERRIFS
_ Thicken canned, dark,
sweet red cherries and their.
juice with a little cornstarch
and flavor with sugar, lemon
juice, dry mustard and ginger.








Paid Pal By Candidate
NATIONAL MANUFACTURER & tpcAt BUILDER
NEEDS IMMEDIATELY
THREE RESIDENTIAL LOCATIONS FOR
DEMONSTRATION SWIMMING POOLS
TCALL
WILL BUILD AT COST PLUS
HERE IS YOUR CHANCE TO OWN AMERICA S FINEST
SWIMMING POCH. AT A GREAT SAVING!





By Abigail Van Buren
His-Debts Set Back --
Wedding Five Years
DEAR AflBY: Eddie (not his real name) and I have been
going steady for four years. I'm 25 and Eddie's 26. We
definitely planned on getting married, but here's the
problem, Eddie says we can't get married until he pays his.
- parentaback for putting him through college. Otherwise
he'd be getting married on his parents' money."
Abby, his parents are very well-off, and I'm sure they
don't expect to be paid back.
The way Eddie has it figured, it will take him at least
five years to pay off his parents. He says in the meantime
we should just go steady.
I suggested we get engaged, but Eddie doesn't believe in
long engagements. What do you make of this?
EDDIE'S GIRL
• • DEAR GIRL: I think Eddie should be commended for
wanting to repay his parents, but it seems to me he's
gng you a.flye-year stall. „Stalls are for horses And_otker
four -Ieggeci animals. I'd say "Nay."
-.DEAR ABBY: I work in a nursing home, and one of the
residents here has asked me to write the following letter. _
' to you:
s "Dein- Abby: I ani a "Sick-old la My vdentiffeinOionget -
fit me, and since they are very uncomfortable, I don't wear
them much anymore.
When my daughter visited last Sunday, she ordered me
to wear my dentures at artirne's.so that When I die I will
look 'presentable.'
What do you advise?
TROUBLED IN L.A."
DEAR TROUBLED: Tell your daughter that you are
more concerned with being comfortable NOW than being
"presentable" then.
DEAR ABBY: lam a 14-year-old girl with a story to tell.
- -Last night about Lytas walking home alone front_ ,
the public library. (I live 8 blocks from there.) The wind -
was blowing hard, and it- was very cold. Besides, I had a
load of books under my arm.
A car pulled up alongside the curb, and a nice-looking
man opened the door and asked, "Want a ride?" He looked
okay and was about- my father's age, and my feet were
abmut, to cirop.off with freezing,so I,said yes and hopped ilk.
. He asked me where I was going and I told him. He drove
me there,- but before he let me out, lAg said, "Young lady, I
want you to promise me that you_will NEVER again accept
a ride with a stranger,no matter how 'nice' he appears to
be. I happen, to be a decent man, but you took an awful
chance. You can't tell ANYTHING about a man by the
way he looks. Two years ago I had a niece about your age
who accepted a.sideimith a strange In= and..  three.- daYs
later they found her lifeless body in a ditch four miles from
your home. She'd been raped and strangled."
.Abby, I premised that man I would never again get into
a car with a stranger. And I never will. •-•
LUCKY
DiAlfaCKY: Th- a- nits' for
contains valuable advice.
- -
DEAR ABHV: When someone asks; :Vast nationality
and I say, "I was bait and raised in the U.S.A.; •
-vihich-makes- trie. an. -American,-"-why. do• they say-, "Oh,--I
know that -I mean, are you Jewish, Catholic or
Prcrtestantr . -
Abby, don't they know that they are asking about a
,person's RELIGION-not their NATIONALITY?
I have a friend whose parents came from Italy, and
people are always calling him an Italian. He is NOT an
Italian, he's an American!
If I sound angry, I am. Oh, boy, would you be doing a lot
Of- people a big favor if you put -thia-in-your column. -
100 PERCENT AMERICAN
, For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,








Baby Boy Elkins (Tonya
Rt. 5, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Lucille Bailey, 1801 •
Lincon, Murray, Jeffrey G.
Satterwhite., Rt. 1, Murray,
Charles M. Broach, 1805
Westwood, Murray, Mrs.
Marjorie E. Davis, 732 Nash
Drive._ _h1IBTAL____J041hua
Tunick, 110 Williams Ave.,
Murray, Janies E. Dabbs, 1051
Lookout Point, Arlington, Tn..
Doyle R. Humphreys, Rf. 1.
Hazel, Mrs. Lois V. Marsh,
New Concord, Mrs. Julie J.
Phillips and Baby Boy, Rt. 3,
Benton, Freed R. Cotham,
1500 Story Ave., Murray, Mrs
Pearl E. Turner, 1703 Miller,
Murray, J. N. Outland: 1705
Keenland, Murray, Mrs.














FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1977
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nier•V
the stars say, read the forecast A good period for revitalizing
given for your birth Sign. all projects, for capitalizing on
unusual ideas and up-dating
methods. Many., benefits await 6
you-
SAGIUARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Stellar influences now in-
dicate progress, quicker ad-
vancement. Emphasize your
special ability to tie things up
adeptly and with little fanfare.
Avoid extremes, however.
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Personal nutters may trou-
ble you. Review them calmly,
dispassionately. Perhaps you
are overemphasizing certain
angles. There's po real need for
anxiety.
AqUARH.'S
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19i
Avoid tendencies 'toward
-irriptilsiveness. Make no hasty
judgments and don't jump to
unwarranted conclusions or you
could make serious errors.
PISCES
I Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You are mostly op your own
now. Use all your skills and
employ to advantage any new
suggestions that can be worked
nicely into your program.
ARIES
iMar. 21 to Apr, SO-J. er
Some unexpected situations
Qoald throw you off the traa,
cause confusion or misun-
derstanding. Be alert: Don't be
inipuisive in either speech or
action.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 211 t•:$1.
Planetary influences favor
the soundly progressive
thinker. Forget past disap-
pointments. Your mind should
be on present t and future)
aspirations and goals_
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 11.1119
A day in which to make new
starts — in new directions. to
lead rather than to follow.
Stellar. influences favor the
pioneer.
CANCER
!June. 22 to July 23)Avoid any urge to take foolish
chances, but don't hesitate to
make changes if the potentials
loKnit good. Foresight needed!
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 231 44 •
Some unusual situations
indicated. In all dealings, be
direct.. kvoid devious tactics or
approach, and give others the
benefit of any doubt.
VIRGO
, Aug. 24 to Sept. 23
A good outlAok But handle
-'musts" before embarking on
the .new interests promiserin
day's splendid activity forecast.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23).
Put a bit more spark into your
endeavors, thus to bring others'
attention to your efforts. Your
ingenuity at a peak -1171W.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly competent individual,
willing to work hard if the in-
terest is there; but may drop a
project if certain angles annoy.
You combine 'the artistic and
the practical more than most,
and your ambition is boundless.
You are a worker and a builder,
and you want to and usually
dco reach the top — with its
attendant acclaim. There many
fields from. which you could
choose what should be a
brilliant career, but notably
_ painting, literature, the law,
medicine, real estate or the
entertainment world. Birthdate
of: Guido Rent, Ital. painter;
Walter Cronkite, TV




Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Jones
of Murray Route Four an-
nounce the birth of a baby boy,
weighing eight pounds 131-2
ounces, named Brock Wesley,
born on Saturday, October 1,
at the Miirray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The mother is on leave from
South Central Bell Telephone
Company, and the father is
employed by the Carter
Corporation out of Louisville.
-- They haw-another son,
.Beau Matthew.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Jones and Mr.
and Mrs. John Small, all of
Huntingburg, Ind. A great
grandmother is Mrs. Lura
Hemsel, also of Indiana.
SPENCER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Spencer
of Murray Route Four are the
parents of a baby boy.
Christopher Dale, weighing
seven pounds five ounces,
measuring 19'-: inches, born
on:Thursday, _October V. ..at
5-28 -a.m. at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The new father is employed
at the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company. The mother
is presently employed at the
Purchase Area Development
-District at Mayfield. 's
• Grandparents are Mt. and
Mrs. Conn Spencer and Mr.
and Mrs. James Smothers, all
of Murray. A great grand-
mother is Mrs. S.L. Horn of
Murray, now a patient at the






Your Vote And Influence
Will Be Appreciated
If You Want The Facts
In the Mayors Race
Explained in Some Detail
Lk For A little 1 a;.gPr
AD





Paid For to chrism,,n 1,ind for 111.inor Forri,t Vridds.
TreasurPr
w.
The spotlight's on you,
dancing to a steady beat
and feeling feminine in
this Sensational new
creation from Footworks
Underline your prettiest dress
up looks this fall with





• , . -BratlTdreit7tirokn'ulidrlIOST;TKi mOod of-tht-
even.ng coils for str.k,ng des.gn and-bold elegvonv Cost _
your spell .n c; ensat,onol eyen.ng dress or dress, iumusw,t
from Bnght s and watch the odrn;rinq. glances turn v our w
Ultra lernrnine styles and tobr,cs ate owoomo yous selec lion
5, hut, linnazigku ..thsarAa wela. I 
VOu se ever dreamed of for mghts to remenThr,,
- 4artr,r—rres-ss, and halt s,Yes
311.00 to 95.0i1
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EMI ORLI/.
We May Soon BeMit
With Recorded Junk
'If you have ever been an-
----anyed--by a phone,call _from
some unknown voice peddling a
plot in the Poconos or an in-
- suranee policy or a subscription
to The New York Times, gird
yourself. Now available to,
adveritsers is a device known
as the automated dialer and
recorded message player,
.which is, capable of making
1,000 such calls a day with no
human involvement _once the
message is recorded and the
first phone _number selected:
Automation will bring the
cost of each call .to the ad-
vertiser down from about six
cents to once cent,. plus the
phone company charge. Just
three of the new devices could
place four calls a week to every
subscriber in a typical 5,000-
line telephone exchange. Since
the calls can be made in any
numerical order., unlisted as
well as listed, numbers can.;
automatically be dialed.
" 'So Arnei icali —householders
can expect to be called to the
phone more-frequently, not-the
hear a friendly voice or receive
an important message but to
get a sales - pitch from a-
machine.
e In a, petition urging„the
federal Communications
Commission to establish rules
for the now unregulated dialing
devices, a group of 'critics,
including the Citizens Com-
munications_ Center—Washing-
ton lawyers: specializing in. 
communicationslaw—charges
that the antiCiPated barrage of
unsolicited phone calls con-
stitutes "a' potentially seriads
nuisance, annoyance and in-
- -vasion of ‘privaey."--Whereas a-
householder can have his post
office refrain from delivering
"junk mail," there is no way at
present, short of disconnecting
the phone to avoid "junk calls."
The petition suggests several
regulatory _ approaches. Some
seem unduly restrictive; they -
would, for instance, confine the
automated calls to homes that
have consented to take them or
that share sothe clear interest
• --in- receiving -the recorded in-
formation.
But the FCC should consider
means of enabling telephone
subscribers to _nave their
numbers withheld from
automated advertising. And at
least one of the suggestions
seems justified- on- groundg of
truth in advertising: The
anonymous speaker would have
to announce, at the outset,
Something as simple as -This is
a recorded advertising
message." That would protect
both the_ advertiser's freedom
of speech and the customer's




"ANY MY NOW WE EXPECI N1M 'TO STAZ- FA LIN6 CNN StIQVVAVO. "
"1-
10 'Years Ago
Army Private Morris E. Parker has
been assigned to the Second Infantry
Division in Korea.
Billy Joe Kingins of New Providence
Riding Club and Mary Ann Sheppard of
Reidland Riding Club were presented
the Good Sportsmanship awards at th--e---
virtual awards banquet of the WeSt
Kentucky Horsemanship AsSociation
held in Marshall County With Bill
Warren, Murray, President, presiding.
20 Years Ago
Deaths reported include 0. J.
Washer, age 71.
Ray Brownfield spoke on "Impor-
tance of Attendance" at the meeting of
the Murray Rotary Club. He. was _in-
troduced by Camie HIndon who is in
charge of the program. -
Showing -at the :Capri Theatre is
"Hour of the Gun" starring James
Garner, Jason Robards, and Robert
Ryan.
Pictured today are leaders from the
twenty homemakers-clubs in Calloway
County at the training lesson on "Low
Calorie Meals" given by Mrs. Elizabeth
Helton, food specialist for the
University of Kentucky, at the Murray
- Electric System.
Deaths reported include Brack
Ferguson, age 65, Mrs. Bessie Hawks
Brandon, and Mrs. Wayne Clark,--a-ge
80:
The Hazel High School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America will
30 Yeafs Ago
sponsor an evening of wrestling at
Hazel HighSchoo1ouNaizember5, - -
The Murray Toastmistress Club was
organized at the Kentucky Colonel.
Officers are Mesdames Albert Tracy,.
Howard Olila, JohnoPasco, Myrtle J.
Wall, George Hart, and Bill Nall. -
In high. school basketball games
Almo beat Hazel, Kirksey beat
Fulgharti,, and Cuba beat -Murray
Training. Ted Lovett got 14 for Alino,
Erwin -got 12 for Hazel, Coleman
Reeder got-19 for Kirltsey, and Larry
Suiter got 15 for Murray Training.
Inside Report
- Glia -Jeffrey, -postmaster-of Murray
State College, is beginning his 15th year
of service to the-college.-The college
postoff ice handles about 1,000 pieces of
first and second class mail and from 50
to 100 packages every day.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Betty
Clayton Wall, age 54, Patricia Gayle
Coy, infant girl, and Martin Louis
Washburn, infant Son . -
More than three hundred students
attended the Baptist Student Union
Kentucky convention which closed here
yesterday at the First Baptist Church.
The- Rev. Itrairtbn B. Sawyer', churcli
pastor, and. Dorothy Brizendine, . BSU
. student secretary, had charge of the
local arrangements.
Mr. and Mrs. Eubert Parker an-
- -
notmce -F the ' engagement and ap-
proaching marriage Of their daughter,
to John 'Elwyn Prothfow`bf Big
Sandy, Texas.
Mrs. Lois Waterfield attended the
State Managers meeting of the
Woodmen Circle held at Sherman,
Teals.
Bible Thought
...Thou shalt love they neigh-
-hour as thyself. Matthew 22:&.
Give other sinners the benefit
of as much understanding and
, forgiving love as you yourself
often need.
its 117,-;-1iTT. all,11-101).•ri "Nu,. at,
Gloorn In
Hussein 's Kingdom
AMMAN, Jordan—The temptation The King had just sent the President
for Israel "to use its military -request Tar—clarifications and
while it. is at its peak" is the most modifications in the U. S.-Israel
- dangerous political fact in the world working paper on the procedural
today and one that directly threatens arrangements for Geneva. Clearly, the
President Carter's peace efforts. task-for coordinating Syria, Egypt and
King Hussein, now in his 25th year on Jordan on a common Arab position is
the throne of Jordan, couples that proving to be no picnic.
warning with another conclusion that For example, on the central question
cuts at the heart of American policy of PLO ( Palestine Liberation
toward Israel since its conquests 10 Organization) attendance at
years ago in the Six-Day War. Geneva—absolutely ruled out by
"It has been said that a strong Israel Israel—Jordan is not at all interested in
is a moderate Israel," the King told-us making a fight. Since the PLO has been
during an exclusive interview in his designated by the Arab world as "sole
family palace called El-Hashernia. "I representative" of the Palestinians on
am afraid it is now clear that that is hot the West Bank ( inclear view across the
true." river from El-Hashemia Palace)
Hussein 'effmessed- ilk usual hope
• that Mr. Carter's plan to reconvene the
- ' Geneva conference will succeed and
praised Mr. Carter and Secretary of
State, Cyrus Vance- for the mist for-
thright peace efforts ever made by an
• • American administration. But hittimer
mood was melancholy, not optimistic.
Tpe reason is found in his somber view
.-'-about Israel's real intentions, and its
-:•-• ability, thanks to the billion-dollar-a-
year military pipeline from the U.S., to
make good those intentions.
"I firmly believe that they, are not
interegell in any withdrawal from the
occupied territories, particularly the
West Bank and Gaza,",he said. "They
have in the back of their rninds a base in
Lall-Of Palestine, after 2,00e years,ancII
don't think they will part from it even
for true peace."
'
Jordan theoretically is not even a direct
party for the Geneva talks about
Israel's withdrawal. .
But the King was vague about•this.
The PLO issue, he told us, is "rather
important" and it would be "of great
benefit" to have the PLO at Geneva.
The real question, he said, is not so
much the PLO (described ,by one high
government official here as the rotten
apple in the Geneva barrel). Rather, it
is to let the West Bank Palestinians
themselses decide their future—"the
people. of Palestine as such, without
pressure from any one, should exercise
the Tight of self-determination under
international auspices."
Huasseieel deepest worry is neither
the PLO nor the West Bank but Oat h(
sees as Israel's real game in the pre-
Geneva jostling: "to outmaneuver the
Arabs _ and remove any blame • from
themselves for lack of progress" is
getting to Geneva or in a breakdown of
diplomacy thereafter.
Thus, he implied, Jordan. Egypt and
Syria should al all costs agree to go to
Geneva and not let Israel's procedural
'demand deflect them. Otherwise,
"Israel may get off the hook" and
blame the Arabs for a breakdown and
them on any one of a multitude of
manufactured pretexts, bring into play
its immense military power.
However it may appear in the West,
this view of a militaristic Israel capable
of brazen exploitation of its U. S.-
supplied power is today one of the
underlying realities in the Arab
world—a reality some studeits of
Mideast politics frave warned about for
years.
,, ----Hussein's special worny! about the
probability of yet another Israeli
military attack ("the shadow of the
unknown hanging over us") is Jordan's
vulnerability as an easy avenue to
, Syria and Iraq.
"Jordan lies between _Israel and
major sources of Aril) energy," he told.
us. His nightmare, which American
politicians have until recently
dismissed as Arab paranoia, is yet
another failure of peace efforts—with
the Americans blaming the Arabs.
followed by a lightning Israeli assault,,
to destroy the Arabs' warmaking
capability. As the soft underbelly of the.
-Arab world east of the-Jordan river
t;arrott's Galley
This Was No Time
To Bring Up Grandpa
Dr. Ed Crump, Jr., superintendent of In discussing the necessity of con-
the Paris, Tenn., district of the sistent, dedicated Bible .teachin • '-Methodist Churck-waSInTOwn Mit Tong -New Testarrient church's Sunday
ago -to speak to the Murray Rotary
Club.
He opened his remarks, which dealt
with putting service to one's fellowman
above self, with a comment about the
similarity of his name to that of the late
Memphis political boss, EttiCrump.
Although he was born and raised in
Memphis and his family had lived there
tOF many years, he strongly em-
phasized the fact that they werein no
way related to the legendary political
figure.
He .did admit, however, that the
similarity in the names did come in
handy on Occasions, one of which was
during -his student -days- at Memphis
gtate. He had picked up -a parking
ticket, overstaying a meter.
- He told how he had taken theticket to
the police station to pay MS fine. When
the, lady at the desk took it and checked
his driver's license, she looked up a,nd
said. -Your grandfather going to
like this, will hel",,,
"No, ma'm, he won't," Dr. Crump
said he replied. - -
"Well, you just wait right here for a
few minutes, and I'll see what I sin
work out on it," the lady said and
disappeared into another room. Within
minutes, she was back, this time to
inform the young future Methodist
minister-that they were- tearing up the
ticket. "Next time, now, keep up with
your meter time and you won't get a
ticket," she admonished. ,
"Needless to say, I didn't say much
-more about-my grandfather that day'
he told the Rotarians.
4:4-+
The- recent death or good friend,
A. W. (Booty) Russell, left a great-void
in many areas of our community — in
his church, in the business life of the
area,. in his  group_ of_coffee-lirealr_.
friends at Rudy's, in his golf foursome
at the Murray Country Glub and at-
Beale's Hardware on East Main Street
where he was such a familiar figure for
so long.
Stepping in to help fill that void at
Beale's has been Mike Stone, who is
married to one of Booty and Mildred's
two pretty daughters, Mary Keys. Mike
and Mary Keys have moved to Murray
from Long Beach, Calif., where he has
been in public relations work with
-Marinuland, the famous aquatic tourist
attraction, for the past few years.
Mike's father, incidentally, is Lynn
Stone, president of Churchill Downs in,
LADHuise vailie. nd Mary
-
Keys are settling down
in the beautiful old home on West Main
Street from which Booty and Nlildred's
other daughter, Ann, and her husband,
Jim Harris, recently moved when they
went to Jim's native Chicago to live.
Jim and Ann wanted to live - in
Murray, but commercial art is Jim's
second love and the city is where the
pay dirt is in that field. He is now with
an' established, progressive com-
mercial art firm in Des Plains, a
Chicago suburb with the Shadows of
O'Hara's jets.
Ann, a former executive secretary at
Murray State, had little difficulty
finding herself a nice job, too. The
second ad she answered led her to an
executive secretary's position with the
Wyler Division of the Borden Milk
Company. Home to them is a brand new
place in Buffalo Grove, another suburb
and not far from either of their jobs.
+
Dr. James L. 'Sullivan, former
president of the Southern Baptist
Convention and for 20 years executive
director of its Sunday School Board
before his retirement, was the
motivating speaker the other night for a
-Igjyrry_ Night supper,,at First Ritptist
Jordan, in the eyes of the King, could Church''
pot be spared.
School, Dr. Sullivan used the
illustration of a little boy who had just
started to school.
When he came hqme after his first
day in the classroom, he was asked by
his mother what he had learned.
"Net -much; I guess," he replied.
"I've got logo back again tomorrow."
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. 3, the 307th
day of 1977. There are 58 days left in the
year. '
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1936, President
Frinklin Roosevelt's New Deal got a
vote of confidence at the polls.
Republican presidential candidate Alf
Landon carried only Maine and
Vermont.
On thisdate: . _
In 561, Julian became eroperor of
Rome on the death of Emperor
Constantine.
1796, John Adams was elected the
seccilldiresident of the United States.
In 1868;the, Republican candidate for
president, Gen:--Uksses S. Grant, was
elected over Horatio Seour.
In 1883, the World WoMe0 Christian
Temperance Union was organized at a
national convention in Chicago. ---
In 1903, the Republic of Panama .was
proclaimed.
In 1964, President Lyndon Johnson
swamped Republican Barry Goldwater
in a presidential election.
Ten years ago: Secretary of Defense
Robert McNamara announced that the
Soviet Union had been testing an
apparent orbital bomb system.
Five years - -agrx. The -. -Labor
Department announced that the
nation's unemployment rate stood at
51/2 per cent, with no change from the
previous month.
One year ago: President Gerald
Ford, accepting political defeat,
conceded vi
offered his ,`'complete and
-wholehearted support" in the transition
to a new national leadership.
, Today's birthdays: Sen. Russell Long
of Louisiana is 59 years old. Former
baseball star Bob Feller also is
59. Thought:for today: Conformity is
the jailer of freedom and the enemy of _




Remember when Congress defeated
Carter's proposed tax of an additional 5
cents per gallon on gasoline (to
promote conservation), claiming that
their constituents wouldn't Stand fort.
With the Opining of the crude oil
equalization talE, however, the same
issue is at stake except it's called
something else...and some members of
Congress apparently feel that they
won't have to take the blame for it.
The equalization tax would simply
tax crude oil before it's turned to
gasoline. The end result, of course, Is
that gasoline at the pumps will go
up...almost 7 cents immediately...and
as much as 20 cents by 1985. Obviously,
the oil industry, including jobbers; will
getthe blame instead of-Congress: -
A Chevron . statistician has been
sizing Up. the $10.6 billion budget of the
proPosed new Department of Energy.
For example, it is about double the
value of all the oil the U.S. Imported
from Saudi Arabia last year. It exceeds
capitai and explorationexpenditilreally
the petroleum industry to find and
produce oil, gas and gas liquids,
Al. S. in 1975. it exceeds by $800 million
the 1974 profits .. of the seven largest
international oil companies; Chevron
can't resist adding that those profits
were deacribed by a 111. Senator as
"obscene". It Cs equivalent to about $3 a
barrel of domestic crude oil production,
which means, if our own arithmetic is
correct, that you could decontrol all
domestic crude oil prices arid still end
up paying less for oil than the federal
energy bureaucracy costs. And one
should keep in mind that the $10.6
,billion_is only the cost of the ,tiewly,
borning baby DOE. Think what it will





I hate to see the current mayoral
contest be reduced 'to rhetorical over-
simplitudes. I realize a political race of
any kind tends to abandon whole truth
in favor of mottos, phases, and witty
one-liners — but we are all neighbors
around here and there isno need for us
to insult one another's native in-
telligence.
This business of one person being
employed and fully engaged in suc-
cessful business, therefore unfit to be
mayor — the other person being retired
and therefore unfit to serve — these
particular allegations and counter
allegations are silly. The right man will
be able to successfully accomplish the
task because he will have the energy,
ability and devoted determination to
accomplish it. No matter how fully
employed or how idle, the wrong man
will mess up the job terribly. -
Miirray Ledger & Times
Publisher  Walter L: Aprson
Editor R. Gene McCunhenn
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ-
mas Dey, New year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.,
Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
carriers, $2.50 per month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Har-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Paris, Buclanan and Puryiar, Tn., $17.50 per.
year. By mai to other destinations. $3250 per
year.
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association,
The Associated Press isexclusively entitled to
republish local news originated by The Murray
Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Business Office 753-1916
t.:01weardied Advestieing  753-1916
• -Retail f Displayl Alivertiairer • . -993-1919
Circulation  753-1916
News and Sports Dept , . 753-1918
•
I would be 'more inclined to. use
criteria such as, is the candidate a
person who will be able to stick to the
truth even under the rigors of political
pressure; is the candidate the type who
will render a public service or is he out
to aggrandize himself; does the can-
didate like this town and want to make
it a better place to live, hopefully
without putting pretty neighborhoods
under a half inch of pavement and
diverting truck and bus traffic through
them; how does the prospective mayor
feel about minority rights, a not often
mentioned topic.
Those are the issues, at least some of
them. The man who can address them
forthrightly, without blowing smoke, is
the one we need, whether he is a
businessman currently working or a




WRITE A LETTER -
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible.
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or rejeet- any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger '
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Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS DOWN
1 Joke (slang), 1 Republican Answer to Wednesday Puzzle
4 Go by water party find
6 Cry - Fuss11 Room in
harem
12 Mud






















22 Crony .. .14 Baker's .;4.
(collogi product channel 43 A continent
23 Arrow - 16 Golf mound 29 Nahoor (abbr.)
pollen . . 16 Near _, sheep __CLIba.....____ .
25 Chapeau 21 Small 31 Jump pineapple
26 Pellet wheels 32 Before 46 Shoemaker's
27 Lair 22 Hole - 33 Chart tool
• 28 Aeriforro -23 Mountain-on - 34 Freztt drink -47 flittervetett -
fluid • Crete 35 Cut 48 Man's name
29 Posed for 24 Man's 37 Parent ' . 49 Male Sheer)
pwtrad - - nickname - -- -38-Httetted- -- - 81 Cooled lave- -- • -
' 30 Paid notice 25 Possesses 39.Rips 53 Word
31 Hurries 26 Dance step 40 Chief artery organization
















































































{Reorganization of City-Geverninent continued)-. .
Yesterday, I pointed out several dangerous areas by
a. proposed rather sweeping reorganizatidh of the city
departments by my opponent. Several areas need at-
tention, largely the departments with which my op-
ponent Is a committee member but such a proposal
made on Oct. 31 is too premature. Most of our depart-
--ment heads are in the learning stages, do not have the
experience to carry such unfair loads. They must be
allowed to learn and -develope because-the-ability-is
'There is another critical aspect of such a
reorganization which does not appear to be a coin-
icidence. My opponent will continue 75% of his normal
work load at the University (although his comments in
the newspaper of-Oct. 31, indicated he probablywoiald
be given some other concessions as to his time spent at
Murray State) andhe also statecHn-werks 14-16 hours
'a day, seven days a week. Therefore there would be
very little if any time to be Mayor and he could not_
catry alit his duties effectively or-properly. -
name.
•
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Juvenile court authorities
found probable cause here
Wednesday to detain a male
Juvenile who allegedly
  tlirealensd to kill mayoral




testing at the city's Com-
prehensive Care Center, and a
secorld sletention bearing was
set for Friday. A trial date
CARL ROGERS, (standing) baritone, and Thomas Baker,
„pianist, will present a faculty- recital at Murray State
University tonight that will consist. entirely of a per-
' formance of "Schubert's "Die Winterreise" song cycle. To
begin at &l5 p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall of the Price'
Doyle Fine Arts Center, the recital program will include
24 songs from the seldom-performed 1827 Schubert
composition based on the poetry of Wilhelm Mueller.
_ Roge.A,..an..associate professor of music, and Baker,„,an
assistant professor, will give the same recital at, the
University of Illinois in Urbana Nov. 8 as the second of a
series OfrecitaIs to fulfill requirements for Rogers
to ral degree.
• 1--------Let' Stay e
High-Fiber Diet
Can Help Hemorrhoids
ment heads would have no choice) then he could con-
tinue with his present seven days a week interest. He
would also have relieved himself of some University
duties, yet still be paid a I:kb& large -salary Tor an TT -
hour work week. I know several Murray State per-
sonnel do perform public and community services and -
assume the same concessions also applies to them.
My position regarding conflict of interest from the
ff-v-erY begirining of this-ciinpaign is not only -Valld-but
very real. His obligations to his employer would ap-
...pear to be evengreater. .
I have solne definite thoughts about several depart-
ments but any plans will, be' carefully Itudiell and
''discussed, Orderly implemented by the Mayor and the
department heads as experience permits..Lyiill not
pass on those responsibilities to someone etse. I will be
on the job.
' Elect, - H. Ed Chrisman
By F.J.L Blasingame,
0_ .Mr. writes . to chaece .o( developing he
ask whether a friend of his morrhoids and that it does
is correct in saying that a assist in preventing_ flare-
hTgh-fiber -I/Ps-when hemorrhoids are
lieve flare-ups with hemor- Present.
' rhoids. Mr. H. V. thinks - - -
. that such an increase in When to Resume Sex
fiber would be a source of After Birth of Baby
irritation to hemorrhoids
and would make them 0. Mrs. R. K. is pregnant
- mere-troublesome instead- for--the first time-and-wind-
Of promothir relief. ers how 'long she should
asks for comment.
PIANurs
At-  7 :Si4"7-173 B-ELIEVE
CLAL:-3 al,r7
'"7,-,E GREAT POMPr..N •
BEETLE BAILEY
Please Clip
More Issues To Follow




regular intake of a high-
fiber diet (Mainly fruits
and bulkier -vegetables,
such as cabbageaand other.
leafy foods, whole-kernel
corn, carrots, etc.) shoud
--SOften the stool_ The soft-
-wait after- the delivery of
her baby to resume sex
She adds that she is a bit
-efribirrriss.sed to ' asr her
physician.
A. No- fixed nide can
_apply to all cases Physi-
• Nails often- "suggest thal
sex be deferred for four to
six weeks after a vaginal
AN EHE DOESN'T DO
WHAT I TELL HIM,I JUST'
‘IVE 441A11 A 816 KICK --
IN THE BEHIND
tentatively was set for Nov. M.
The youth was detained on a
charge of terroristic
- Threatening Monday after
Graves obtained a petition of
- arrest. Officials said the-boy's-
parents brought him to police
headquarters that afternoon.
Graves allegedly was
-threatened shortly after an
appearance at the Unlyersity
of Kentucky Student Center,
officials said.










- M wa 
Al .
However if the Council Members and one or two ness 
encourages the ease delivery. 
a
- department heads - were charged with -the -respon- 
. with which stool is passed. Much depends on
sibilities of carrying out his duties (and the city depart- 
Straining at stool' causes- whether surgery was nec-
essary to prevent or repair * 
- I N _ C r
congestion and enlarge-
ment of the hemorrhoidal
veins which make up much
_pf the mass...of hemorrh)i-
dal tissue. Also, firm stool
any laceration of the vagi-
nal wall and whether you
have any irritation from a
• persistanT vaginal dis-
such as may occur on a charge. Whether sex is
low-fiber diet can injure comfortable is the princi-
the hemorrhoids as the Pal determining factor.
stool passes them. Obviously, you are trou-
AlSo, for persons -who. -bled with-a of Wee
have no hemorrhoids, long, modesty. Your rapport;
range come from with your physician is less. 
the use of a high-fiber diet. than perfeCt itydu feel that--
It prevents constipation you cannot ask him di-
and avoids frequent Strain-- rectly about-sex after your
ing at stool: A high-fiber delivery. If he fails to men-
diet produces a larger and tion this subject after your
softer volume of bowel baby is born, ask for his- 
M.oyements. .They are -guidance about when to
more frequent but pass resume sex.
C'173-
more comfortably. -• .
opynght, 1
I sited b'esture Sy at,
-Your friend is correct in
saying that a high-fiber. F
diet can help to lessen the
I PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!Mail the coupon below With check by Monday, Nov. 7 to:Calloway Co. High Speech Team
2108 College Farm-Rd. -
Murray, Ky. gon
50-70 Oranges In Small Box
80-120 Oranges In Large Box
18-24 Grapefruit In Small Box
36-48 grapefruit In Large Box
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The Rev: Roger Joseph,
formerly of •Kirksey, has
announced a revival at his
church, Oakland-Palma
United Methodist, Route One,
Calvert City, starting Sunday,
--November 6, and continuing
through Tuesday, November-
8.
Speaker for the services at
seven p.m. each evening will
be the Rev. Everett Roseberry
of the Greenland Davant
Church, Memphis,. Tn., for-
pastor of the Kirksey
church for three years.
The Oakland church is
located on Highway 68 in the
Sharpe community, said the
Rev. Joseph, who invites the
public and former...trio/n(1s 'of
4, the Rev. Roseberry to attend
the services.
Guy N. Woods Speaker
For Church Of Christ
Guy N. Woods of Memphls,
Th., will be the speaker at the
gospel meeting to be held at
the Benton Church of Christ,
Ilth and Olive Str4ts, Benton,
starting Snaky, November 6,
and continuing through
Thursday, November 10.
Sunday services -will be at
9:30 'a.m. and six p.m. and.








NOW ON SALE-More than 330 carpel
colors from our complete Style Perfect'
collection of over 900 colors.
ti**
ANOTHER WORLD Shimitic - •
denier „ion 1r tr, silky scuIptilret ,r- 4 12.99
COUNTRY LANE - Luc urtous thfc
plush of 1004 Tret,riz' Star Polyttcter 13.99
FESTIVE - 10.11+ nylon Heát. set for
longer Iffe and artracane appearance
'Uwe bacfangl ;'; 6.49
!Foam bac d• • k " 7.49
HERITAGE 50 - ‘L0 fabulous
PrerTI,J, Polyester S.ItOrlt 10.49
MEDITATE --•cSaxclny• stylins 100 • .
With Scoterigard' arid Anti•Stat for bt'ir."
performance ; 8.99
PRBACY- Polyester Cal r)
• 




for traditional or Contemparari. i'ffe' ii
10(3b Nylon .
STAR QUALITY Rrch
plush in 100 4', Trenau • So,
TOWN 'N COUNTRY PRINTS
nylon in many styles rluPoat iepe• I
/Or Sod reSiSfar.CE.
WILD FLOWER Lou r ti ed.,








ALSO ON SALE - Many additional carpet styles and qualities
Podideng o.d reS1040hOn nOf Included
•••••••••••••••••••
Security Federal
Savings & Loan Assoc.
will soon
Open Their Doors
at Johnson & Whitnell Ave.
••••••••••••••••••















4 whole lot more.
free *comfiest service. Use KA, Choir, SonkAmericerd,Vise,or Our'exteoded credit terms.
Mos stores indult* one near you. Murray
Southside Manor Shopping Ctr.
- 753 332+-
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CRUNCH — A Tilghman runner gets crunched on this pray by Alvin Parham (74) and Frank
Gilliam (82). The Tigers will host Todd Central at 7:30 p.m. Friday in the final game of the
season.
(Stott Mote by Kiwis Penick)
Baylor Blasts Officials As
Jazz Edged 104-102 By Kings
By The Associated Press
Elgin Baylor, coach of the
New Orleans Jazz, was well




But Baylor did not flinch in
taking his best shots at what
he considered some poor of-
ficiating Wednesday night in
the Jazz' last-second- 104-162
Detroit Pistons 102-89, the
Chicago Bulls edged the
Philadelphia 76ers 103-102,-the
Buffalq, Braves downed the
Denver, Nuggets 104-100, the
Cleveland Cavaliers defeated
the Boston Celtics 104-101, the
Los Angeles Lakers topped the
New Jersey Nets-107-102, and
the Seattle SuperSonics
outlasted the Indiana Pacers
106-104 in overtime.
loss to the Kansas City Kings.
- "That was atrocious,"
Baylor said angrily about the
work of referees Jack Madden
and Tommy Nunez. "I think if
something was said more
aften, they would. be more
cautious with aaeir lobs."
Baylor was particularly
flicensed about an offensive
find -called - against- --Truck
Robinson with six seconds
remaining and the score 102-
102.. He felt the foul should
have been against Kansas
City:
After the controversial call,
Kansas City's Lucius Allen hit
a 10-foot jump-shot with one
second left, giving the Kings




Kansas -City with 22 points.
New Orleans' Pete Ittaravich
scored 33.
In other NBA games, the
- 'Atlanta Hawks whipped the
Hawks 102, Pistons 89
The victory ,gave the SW.
.prising Hawks a 5-1 record,
their best start since the
franchise shifted from St.
Louis to Atlanta in 1969, and
moved them into first place in
the Central Division, a half-
game ahead of New Orleans;
Ron Behagen, who suffered
a -broken-nose- in a collision
with teammate John Drew
while rebounding during the
fourth period, led Atlanta with
22 _points. Drew had 20 and
Detroit's Bob Lanier scored
29. Lanier /ash suffered
muscleapasths in his rIghteye
and said he was seeing double.
He was to be examined by an
eye specialist today.
wuus 103, 'tilers
Artis Gilmore scored 30
pointer including the go-ahead
basket L‘te in the fourth
quarter, as the Bulls handed
the stumbling 76ers their third
straight loss and fourth set-
back in six games. George
IS
NOTICE
To Nuators, Fishermen and all Early Risers in and
around LK Area...
As of Nov. 4, 1977
Jo-Jaks Restaurant
Hwy. 68 Aurora
will be open for Breakfast
at 4 a.m., 6 days a week









• Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For.. .home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
with a space problem.
Includes...Individual bays (any size), 24 hour private
entrance, security, lights, insurance.
,753-4758
641 North, Center Drive
Sew plinth's Peecelle Neese, bebiertberl *lewd Used Core
U-LOCK IT U-STORE IT
U-KEIP THE KEY
SI LOO5'x10  month w
Yule'  month $23®
8';10'  month
10'06' month $40".... ...
I.
McGinnis' 21 points paced
Philadelphia, the losing
finalist in last season's
playoffs.
-Itraves184, Nuggets 100
Randy Smith scored 32
points, Billy Knight had 23
points and 12 rebounds and
Swen Naier collected 14
points, including two clutch
baskets in the final two
minutes, and 14 rebounds, 
helping Buffalo end a four-
game losing streak. Rookie





LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky boasts the best
defense in the Southeastern
Conference, has posted
consecutive shutouts over
creorgia and- Virginia --Tech
and plays the SEC's last plate
team Saturday.
So, why is defensive
coordinator Charlie Bailey
worried?
"It doesn't make any dif-
ference. If we were,playing a
high school, I'd be scared to
death," Bailey said in an
interview.
Kentucky 'shoots for a third
shutout against Vanderbilt in
Nashville, and Bailey said his
crew is taking nothing for
granted.
Commodore quarterback
Mike Wright leads all SEC
passers with 7.3 completions
per game and Martin Cox is
the league's top receiver with
26 catches for 435 yards and a
touchdown.
"Vandy throws the ball well
and they run two or three
different options we haven't
seen this year," Bailey said.
_ Nevertheless,. Wright's
figures seem sure to suffer
against a team that has
proven equally adept.. at
stopping both drop-back and
sprint-our-passers this season:
And it has been the defense
tad has carried Kentucky to a
7-1 record, including 3-0 in the
SEC, and a No. 7 national
ranking.
The Wildcats were blessed
this year with great depth on
defense, as well as momentum




Led by seniors Art Still,
Mike Martin, Jerry Blanton,
Dallas Owens and Mike
Siganos, the Wildcat defense
has specialized in making
things easy for the offense.
"We want to be able to turn
the ball over to the offense in
good field position," Bailey
said. "One thing we try to tell
(the defense) is to go in there
three plays, stop them and
come out and get a rest,"
The defense has had plenty
of rest this year. Quarterback
Derrick Ramsey and com-
pany spent virtually the entire
game in enemy territory two
weeks ago in a 33-0 rout of
Georgia and Yirginia Tech
crossed midfield just once in
the second half last week,
losing 32-0,
Sometimes, however, the-
defense doesn't wait for the
offense to take control.
Owens has returned two
interceptions for tOtichdovins
this year and Still scooped up
a missed field goal attempt for
a 52-yard scoring run in a 33-13
victory over-Louisiana State.
But Bailey said the defame
is not dvretlinvitt the-thought
of a third shutout this week.
Game To Begin At 7:30 p.m.
Tigers To Close Season
With Todd Central Here
_
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
"It just doesn't seem
possible," John Hina said as
he sat at his office desk.
"It seems like only
yesterday when. we opened the
season up at Fteidland and now
we're ready to end ft,' abut
said.
usually, a 5-4 season can't
end fast enough for Murray
High, it's been a little different
and nobody is actually looking
forward to seeing it all end in
the 7:30 p.m. game with Todd
Central Friday. • .
It's been an interesting
season for the Tigers. They
started off by winning their
first two games then hit upon
some bad times and were
blasted 42-0 by Mayfield and
Heath. The next Friday, the
Tigers regrouped and played
much better in a 20-0 loss at
Caldwell County. Since then,
the Tigers have been a dif-
ferent club.
"I'm sure some of the boys
are tired and ready for it to
end. We've been practicing
since the 27th of July," Hina
taid:-liBut-en--the-other-hand-,
we have some people who'd
like to keep on playing
through the winter," Hina
added.
There will be 15 seniors
playing in their final game
Friday: They include, Greg
Garland, -Greg Garfield,
Grettis Buntpus, --Claude
Johnson, Willie Perry.„ Mike.
Utley, Roy Richardson, Keith
Cartwright, Stan Tharpe,
Robert Whitzner, Phil Jones,
Alvin Parham, Lane Bridwell,
Frank Gilliam and Jerome
Higganbotham. In addition,
Terry Grogan, Kyrile Catlett
and Keith Farless are all
seniors and unable to play
Friday because of injuries.
"We're proud of the way the
seniors have given us
leadership. As far as ex-
perience goes, they've had all
the odds 'against them.
Bumphis, Gilliam and Claude
Johnson were the only players
we had with much experience
and of course, Gilliam was our
only starter back from last
year. And the fact we couldn't
have spring practice didn't
help us either," Hina said.
"Several of our players are
novi playing -their third
position since the start of the
season. They've been forced to
move around because of in-
juries and other things and
I'm very pleased with the way
everyone has adjusted. _
"But, we're not going to be
pleased by sitting back and
saying we've done all we Can
do. We want to go out Friday
and win. I think a 6-4 record
would be a fine season, con-
sidering the things we've had
to deal with this season," Hina
added. 
_
Todd central- brings a 3-6
' record into the game. Based
on comparative scores, the
Rebels and Tigers should be
evenly matched. Todd won 14-
8 over Marshall County and 17-
14 over Trigg County.
"According to our scouting
reP0M- theY_ are Ike best 3.76
team to be found. They have
nine seniors starting on of-
fense and seven on defense so
they aren't going against
someone they haven't seen
before.
"In their game with Trigg
County, they were down 14-3
and yet came back to win so
that should tell you something.
And they are going to
remember what we've done to
them the last two years.
They'll be just like us in the
IRS After Dr. J.
WASHINGTON ( AP ) —
Basketball star Julius Erving
is fighting a claim by the
Internal Revenue Service that
h4owes the government $4,305
in taxes on income earned in
1973.
In an audit completed July
19, the IRS said Erving im-
properly claimed his parents
as dependents and included
their medical expenses in his
deductions.
Appealing the ruling to the
U.S. Tax Court Oct. 21cErving
said he simply did not turn
over documents to the IRS in
time to back up his claims. He
also maintained that other
• deductions he took shotild-
have been allowedly the IRS.
fact they will be out to tryand
end the season on a winning
note," aims added.
The Rebels have a lot of
experienee -though they have
no horses, such as Troy
-Snardon of last year. They do
have' Darrell Russell who is
one of the better fullback:S-1A
the area and left halfback
Kenny Edmonds has been
having a good season.
Quarterback Anthony Keeling
has started the past two
seasons and so there's more
experience.
Murray is coming off a 25-6
loss last Friday at Tilghman.
In that contest, the Tigers had
one of their better games of
the season, on paper. Murray
had more total yards than did
Tilghman and tailback Claude
Johnson, subbing for the 101
jured Grettis Bumphis, raged
up 111- -yards on the ground.
was • pleased- with our
effort but certainly not the
outcome of the game," Hine
said.
In many aspects, it was
some of the best ball we've
played this year., We're not
taking anything from Tilgh-
man but really, they only
earned one of their touch-
downs and that was the first
one where they drove about 75
yards on their opening series.
"They had a fourth and one
from their 45 and we had.
everything pinched up real
tight and they just happened
to bust it for a long run and a
touchdown. But our kids
showed a lot of character as
Claude Johnson broke loose on
the long one and that made it
12-8.
"Then on-the next series, we
held them and took the punt.
But on our first play, we
fumbled and that really broke
our back because we gave it to
them inside the 10 and of
course, they went in and
scored.
"I really don't feel the final
score was an indication as to
the type of game it was," the
Tiger coach added.
"Their kicking game really
kept us in-the hole all night.
Any offensive coach will tell
Hugh Massey In Third
Place At Bass Tourney
Hujh Missy_ of Murray is in the running for the top zrize,
of $10,000 in the American Bass Association's Grand Prix
Tournament being held at ,I9nathan Creek. .
Massey checked in with 13 pounds and 11 ounces for third
In the lead is Sonny Lee of Knoxville. He caught 17 pounds
and five ounces. Second place belongs to Shorty Evans of
Cadiz with a total catch of 13 pounds and 13 ounces.
Al Curtis of Houston, Mo., came in with 13-6 for fourth and
Dick Busby of Disputanta, Virginia, was fifth with 13-2.
The two-day tournament will end today.
"there were a total of 166- fish caught WerinPgday. They
weighed in at 312 pounds. The top catch was a six-pound, five-
ounce bass landed by Dick Busby.
yito when you get the ball on
the 20 and have to go 80 yards,
it's a lot tougher.
"I thought we had some fine
individual performances.
Frank Gilliam was excellent
on offense and defense. He had
many, many outstanding
plays on defense and he had.
one of his best games in pass
receiving.
"Greg Garland had an
excellent night of setting up
and throwing the ball well. We.
bad some good line play. and •
some tremendous pass
blocking,.
- ''Claude- Johnson did an
excellent job in running and
Mike Hibbard did well at
fullback in opening holes and
lead blocking.-Defensive-wise,
besides Gilliam, Craig
Johnson had a very out-
standing game as did Keith
Cartwright. Dwight McDowell
played some real good ball at
tackle tots.
"Aziolher thing we were
really pleased with was the
nailing of Thomas Kendall.
"We were disappointed
after the game because we felt
we really hit a chance to win
it. But we had some things
happen off the field that hurt
us. Our two centers, Mark
Barber and Robert Whitmer,
both had non-football injuries
and that hampered us. Of
course Grettis being out hurt
us some too and John Denham
(guard) had a pinched nerve
and couldn't play. We also.had
Bradley Wells out for the
game. He almost had
. pneumonia," Hina added.
- "We're expecting - a very
tough and • aggressiie- game
from Todd Central. I haven't
seen them play but from what
I've heard, they have one of
the toughest defensive teams
in the area.
"I'ni certainly glad they are
having to travel instead of
us," Hina added.
• Again, -fans are asked to
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FIRST ACE - T. C. Collie recorded his first hole-in-one of his 22-year golfing career by getting
an ace on the 10th hole at the Oaks Country Club Saturday. Collie used a four-wood on the par-
three, 10th hole.
f Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
Sale Of Bosox Falls Through
As Court Action Halts Deal
By DICK BRAUDE
' AP Sports Writer'
BOSTON (AP) - A jilted
suitor fohe Boston Red Sox
has mounted a ninth-inning
• rally that halted the sale of the
team.
Trustees of the estate of the
late owner, Thomas Yawkey,
were ready to sell the fran-
chise this a rcew_
headed by newly-named
General Manager Haywood
Sullivan and former team
trainer Edward (_Buddyl




conglomerate stepped in with
a law suit claiming the
trustees illegally turned down
a better offer.
An American League vote
on the sale, scheduled for
today, was postponed in-
definitely on Wednesday at the
behest of the Yawkey estate.
A-T-0 ..11i...7=of WfflóughEy
Ohio, a suburb of Cleveland,
says the estate must accept its
bid (4418,75 million. The firm,
whisk.own.s Rawling,s Sporting _




would pay $15 million - Sr
million from Mrs. Jean
Yawkey herself:- --
"A-T-0 is still interested in
becoming owners of the Red
Sox," said a company
spokesman. "The matter is in
the hands of our attorneys."
Sale of the team, said
Sullivan and LeRoux, "was
bound to produce a number of
problems ... and we are
confident this one will also be
solved soon."
However, a spokesman for
the Yawkey estate, Joseph La-
Cour, indicated the suit will
not be settled before the end of
the month.
Announcement of
„postponement of the AL vote
. was made ey._League
President Lee MaePhail only
24 hours before the scheduled
meeting in New York.
The franchise, meanwhile,
will remain under control of
the Yawkey estate. Sullivan,
promoted to general manager
Oct. 24 in a front office purge,
will direct the team's selec-
ns in the free agent draft
Friday in New York.
A-T-O's request for an
injunction halting the sale was
denied Tuesday by__Probate
Judge Mary C. Fitzpatrick,
but the case was continued.
An AL spokesman said
7.12-4istponement of titie league.
vote was unrelated to a charge.
by Marvin Miller, executive
director or the Major League
Small Contributions
1. The,,City.Clerk and I in a combined effort last fall,
collected about 12,000 dollars in back taxes.
Those taxes had never been collected in the past
but were owed each year.
2. Police Court fines are most difficult to collect under
new penal laws. ilie-public.in general does not
know the restrictions placed on law enforcement
courts and officers. A special effort is being
made to collect past due court fines by the Police
• Court Attorney. Some have been collected.
There have been others.
_ - Elecitd-Chrismari- - -























































Players Association, that Parbam
terms of the sale may be StiPbell")
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Sports Deals
By The Associated Press
FOOTBALL
National Football League





Placed Elmer Collett, guard,










- Traded Syl Apps, center,
and Hartland Monahan, right,
-wing, to the Los Angeles Kings
for Dave Schultz, right wing;








. NEW ORLEANS JAZZ----
Received 1978 first round draft
pick and $75,000 -from Golden
State as compensation for the




CHICAGO WHITE SOX -
Signed a one-year working
agreement with the Iowa Oaks




COSMOS - Named Robert
Rolontz vice president. ke.--
COLLEGE
DUKE UNIVERSI—T—rY





















This is to confirm that our Fall 1977
complete '200,000 Diamond Line will be
in your store Friday, November 4th and
Saturday. November 5th I hereby
authorize you to liquidate at Discount
Prices of 331 3°. to 66°c off any and all
merchandise sold during this un-
presidented offering.
Best wishes,
Mr. H. D. Wright
National Sales Manager
HERE'S THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME TO SAVE ON
HUNDREDS OF GENTS AND LADIES CLUSTER, SOLI-
TAIRES SETS, COCKTAIL RINGS. RUBIES, SAPHIRES,
BANDS, DUOS, PENDANTS AND PIERCED EARRINGS




































































Susana Villaverde 6-0, 6-3 and
advanced to the quarter-finals
of the $10,000 River Plate OpeR
women's tennis tournament.
Argentine Claudia
Casabianca,winner of the 
U.S. Ow juniors tournament
at Forest Hills, defeated Jean
Evert 6-3, 6-3 and advanced to
the quarter-finals.
Argentina's No. 2 female
tennis player, Raquel
Giscafre, beat Mary Carillo of
New York 6-3, 775, 6-2.
Standing On
The Firing Line
By Mike Brandon -
Sports Editor
Murray High Going For 10-0 Record
Murray High willthe going for a perfect 10-0 season
Friday night when they host Todd Central. You may ask,
how Is that possible since the Tigers are 5-4 on the year?
Get the plaster of parts out along with the sling because
someone it gang to Vat himself on the back. Your
prognosticator has picket all nine of the Tiger games
correctly this season.
That might not sound too impressive. -But if one were to
go back and check the predictions, he might be a bit im-
pressed. With the exception of the Heath gape, where I
favored the Pirates by 15 and they won by fa everything
else was close.
When nobody knew anything about Fulton County, I
picked the Tigers by 35 and they won by 49. The following
week, nobody knew how strong Murray was and I made
quite a few people mad when I picked Mayfield to win by28.
They won by 42. • -
Other than those three predictions, everything else was
within a touchdown and three others were by the exact
margin. The record for high school games, heading into the
final night of the season, stands at 75-20 for a rather good
mark of .789 while the OVC mark is 28-12 for a pretty fair
mark of .700. The combined record is 104-32 for a .765.
Todd Central at MURRAY HIGH by 13 - The Tigers can
close out 6-4 which is a very respectable mark. Before the
season began, back when most people were saying Murray
would win two Or three games, t picked the Tigers to go 6-4.
The only surprise all season was the margin in the loss to
Heath and a week before the game. I would have picked
Murray to win.
Todd Central is not a bad ball club. But, they are no
Mayfield or Heath. The defense of the Tigers should come
through. The key may be the play of the offensive line. If the
line plays well, I might take the Tigers by 20.
Trigg County at MARSHALL COUNTY 4 21- The Mar-
shals are bigger, better and out for their seventh win 'of
their 11-game season. They will get it too.
BOWLING GREEN at Russellville by 42 - A nice
geographical rivalry. Otherwise, the teams have no
business-meeting pn the field iind.Russelitileivill find ibak
to be, true Friday night and even more so Seturday
HEATH at -Ballard Memorial Thy 28 - I'd like to think
Ballard could play with Heath. I'd also hie to think I'll be a
millionaire by the time I'm 30. Both are impossible.
Hartsville, Tn., at FRANKLIN-SIMPSON by 28- I don't
know anything about Hartsville but enough about Franklin-
Simpson. -
Hopkinsville at CHRISTIAN COUNTY by 28 - An old
ri-ValrY that the Colon& willsinn-Nr-
world Tilghman can slow down the Big Red offense. Tilgh-
man can score off Mayfield but, they certainly can't score
enough to win. I've said all year the Cardinals would be the
2-A state champs and I'll stick with that prediction.
WEBSTER COUNTY at Reidland by.saven — Webster
County has been up and down all year. Last week, they
were very down as they were ripped 27-0 by Marshall Coun-
ty. It could be a close game, though Webster County should
win by more than the predicted margin.
For OVC games Saturday:
Austin Peay at MURRAY STATE by 10- The Governors
will give Murray a great deal of trouble. The Peay has the
quickest defensive line in the league and the Racer of-
lensiVe line MUST perform ikell or David Ruzich will spend
some time sitting down. Thus far, the offensive line, more
than anything else, has been the key. for Murray's im-
provement. I, — '
Defensive-wise, the Racers will not find it any
the Governor offensive line is also the quickest- in--the
league. -- •
East Tennessee at MOREHEAD by 21 - Why not make it
even worse for the Bucs who were murdered 63-20 by Tech
last weekend?
TENNESSEE TECH at Eastern Kentucky by 14 - A lot
of people would pick Eastern in an upset. I can't see it.
Eastern may have the advantage in being at home but they,
just don't have the talent Tech has.
Western Kentucky at MIDDLE TENNFSSEE by one - If
Middle can win at Austin Peay, there's no reason they.Can't
knock off the Hilltoppers in Murfreesboro. Western will .
have an open date the following Saturday then host the.




SAYINGS & LOAN ASSOC 
To
Johnson and VVItitnell Ave.
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did manage to come through last yearartgettiewhi, ttiett
second of the season. But it was only because FleirtErfg'
Thornton, the grand old,inan of football-in lioptown, was. .
coaching his last-game.
FULTON COUNTY at Crittenden County by 13 - I think
I've picked every Rocket game correctly this- season but
this one should be a real tough one. If football teams were
compared Co:pickles, we'd be down at-the bottom of
barrel on this one. The Pilots have hope though, they should
be a tough club next year. As for Crittenden County, it's
going to tie-a few more years.
Fulton City at FORT CAMPBELL by 14 - If Russellville
can win at Fulton Cityltre Bulldogs have no hope in this key
District game. It could be more than two touchdowns.
Lone Oak at HENDERSON by 42 - The two-game win-
ning streak of the Purple Flash will come to an end, by
early in the first quarter.
MAYFIELD at 7tIghrnan by 42- There is no way in the
Flames Happy After Skating
- To-2-2 Tie With Canadiens
By The Assoctatei Press
The way the Atlanta Flames
have been playing lately,
Coach Fred Creighton will
settle for a tie with the
Montreal Canadiens.
The 2-2 score Wednesday
night made two coaches
happy, in fact. Scotty
Bowman's Canadiens haven't
been any ball of fire recently,
either.
"I'll take the point," said
Creighton after his team
played the defending Nationat
Hockey League champions to
a draw. "It's a good point -
especially coming on the heels
of that disaster last night."
- The Flames suffered a 9-0
drubbing by the New York
Islanders before facing the
Canadiens, a team generally
considered to be the best in the
NHL by far.
But inexplicably, the talent-
laden Canadiens have fallen
on hard times. Before-wed:
needay night's tie at the
Montreal Forum, a place
where they are nearly im-
possible to beat, the
benadiens had lost two games
in a row.
The. tie extended the
Canadiens' winless streak to
four games, a shocking figure
considering that they lost only
eight games all last year in the
regular season.
In other NHL games, the
Minnesota North Stars edged
the New York Islanders 3-2;
the Detroit Red Wings stopped
the Pittsurgh Penguins 3-1;
the St. Louis Blues and
Cleveland Barons played to a
4-4 tie; the Washington
Capitals tied the Chicago
Black Hawks 2-2; the Clorado
Rockies hammered-the -New-
York Rangers 6-2 and the
Toronto Maple Leafs whipped
-1WVaricouver Canucks
North Stars 3, Islanders 2
Glen Sharpleyls third-period .
goal and Pete LoPresti's
clutch goaltending sparked
Minnesota over the New York
Islanders. Sharpley glanced a
shot off the back of goalie Glen
Resch's right skate into the
net for the eventual winning
goal at 8:17 of the final period.
Red Wings 3. Penguins 1
Rookies Dale McCourt and
Paul Woods and veteran
Dennis Hextall scbred goalgto
lead Detroit over Pittsburgh
in a penalty-filled game.
Referee Andy Van Hellemond
assessed 31 penalties in the
first period to tie an NHL
record set Dec. 14,. 1974, in a
game between the New York
Rangers and the St. Louis
Blues.
There were. 146 minutes in
penalties in the first period
and a game total of 190.
Detroit drew 98 minutes on 26
penalties and Pittsburgh 92 on
22.
Bluest, &irons 4
Dennis •Maruk scored four
goals to give Cleveland a tie
with St. Louis. Inge
Hammarstrom,. acquired
earlier this week by the Blues,
scored two goals.
The deadlock ended a four-
game losing streak for the
Barons.
Capitals 2, Black Hawks 2
Nelson Burton scored his
first goal in his first NHL
game to help Washington-tie -
Chicago. The Caps opened the
scoring midway through the
first period with Burton's
goal, then later tied the game
on a power-play goal in the
third period by Rick Green.
Rockies 6, Rangers 2
Rookie Barry Beck snapped
a 2-2 tie with his third goal of
the season, triggering
. Colorado over the New York
Rangers. The Rockies, un-
beaten in their last five
games, had a much tougher
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Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE-BONDS-REAL ESTATE 108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MUIRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
7534434
<.• -
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Leavelle Had Great Affect
Free Agent Draft Will Be More Of Seller's
Market Than It Will Be Buyer's Market
By WILL GIWSLEY Don Gullett ($.1..9m),
AP Special Correspondent Yankees; Wayne Garland
Take. it from one of the ($2.3m), Indians', and Dave
-middle men, baseball's free- Cash ($1.6m);ExPos•
agent. re-entry draft Friday Although he has a stable of
0  will be a "sellers." and not a :male 39 major league players,
n "Myers"' maAet. . capable of creating a diamond
Teammates And His nends
-PROVIDENCE LAP) — A
year has passed, but Mark
Seeley -keeps - remembering
the call that came at 5 a.m.,
telling him his lieSt friend was
dead.
"It's still hard for me to deal
with," Seeley, 20, said. "You
ask - yourself why -it had to
happen. It just seems like such
waste. It definitely changed'
theway-T Itiek at-dying."
A few hours after receiving
the call, Seeley wasn't sure it
was real or not. But, when he
went to cross-country practice
that afternoon, he saw lierb
Leavelle's uniform still in its
locker.
Herb Leavelle died last year
in his Brown University
dormitory room of
asphyxiation at the age of 19.
Doctors said he apparently
choked_ to death on a late-night
snack.
Leavelle was a very special
guy to a lot of people who knew
him. One of his friends
recently paid tribute to
Leavelle by painting "We
Miss Herhie Leavelle" in
large yellow letters on a
campus sidewalk.
. Back at Atherton High
School _in__Loittayilke—.K.L.,_ Think wouuctialikathat.
Leavelle was given the "110-
Percent Award" as ' a
basketball player. When he
graduated in 1975, he was
elected Mr. Atherton by the
students.
You know how some kids
are great athletes and some
have a great personality and
some kids are great studen-
ts?" asked his coach, Doug
Terry.- Well, -Herb had
everything. He was prac-
POLICE PATROLS
-Murray has a large
number of retired and
senior citizens. They
deserve a police car _ta.
patrol the residential
areas.
- The Police Depart-
ment operates within
budget and has limited
personnel and patrol
cars.
However as mayor, I
would work with the Police Department
• regularly patrol residential areas.
  You-ar-4-entitled-to that se_rviee
PLEASE ELECT
CHRISMAN
Paid tot by Chrisman Campaign Fund far
Mayor. Forest Priddy, Treasurer
Sample Ballot
ishersi Bodies TI.T IIN I. an
11141111111• MINA III VUILII
AIM* WAKING TOM mdpm
' IN.A. NI. .6-0 •
DOWT PUIN TWA ZACK
•••••• ••• 0••• •••
"It !bakes you think, If it
could happen to somebody like
Herb, it could happen .to
anybody."
Seeley, . now 20_,. succeeded
Leavelle as Kentucky high
school two-mile champion. He
came to Brown in the fall of
1976 because Herb was there.
He now lives in Herb's room,
sleeps in Herb's bed.
Leavelle's roomate at
Brown wits Cecil Blye, a
friend of Herb's since the
seventh grade. "The main
thing I feel now is that, even
though he's dead, he's still my
best friend," said Blye.
"The things we talked
"about, I haven't forgotten
-anything. The things that
come up, I still remember the
things he said...I think about
him fairly constantly." -
Back , at Atherton High
School, an award is, given at
the end of each school year
called the Herb Leavelle
Award. Blye said it goes to the
person who did the most to
create good within the school.
Neither Blye nor Seeley say
--I" foresee a great demand- dynasty on their own, the
for the quality players just as bustling New Englander has
in the inaugural draft a year only live among the 80-odd
ago," says Jerry Kapstein, the which will be up thrown into
enterprising players' agent Friday's grab bag, but they
_ from Providellet. „U.. "I ..are strictly top drawer.
tically flawless," _think, if anything, the results They include ace relief
In the last year of his life, of a year ago have produced 
Leavelle counseled black these definite conclusions:
freshmen at Brown and "One,' fans want to see.
tutored inner-city school winning baseball. They don't
children in Providence., care how the team comes by.
"That's the thing that hit the players needed to produce
people the most," said Seeley. it.
"Herh_was so into evetything._ Two. successful Merl try
He was so energetic. He was told° what is best for the fans.
the last person you would They find that winning
baseball pays -Ur -
through increased gate
receipts. .
'Three, the dire predict_ i_on
of traditionalists that the re-
entry draft would destroy the
game proved completely
false. Attendance in 1977 was
the highest in history. The
draft, instead of hurting .the
game, fired hot stove interest
that carried over into the
season.
"Four, another proven
misconception is that players
signing big money, long-term
contracts would lack
motivatierk_Aftrterwhelming




and exnaval officer, has
emerged as one of the most.
potent forces in baseball's-new
free agent-structure, dictated
byarbitratorg and the cont.'s.
Of the 15 top players plucked
in the 1976 draft, Kapstein
served as business agent for 10
of them, negotiating longterm
contracts 'totaling more than
$15 million.
they know who wrote "We They included Joe Rudi
Miss Herbie Leavelle" in frolit 324  nimionk Don Baylor_
of the campus' main arch. fet anir and Bobby
However, they said a lot of ($1.6m), 'all signed 'by
people must still reillellthIPX California; Rothe Fingers
ttle Youngattdetr- ri_-_11214 Ge
"Life goes on,' said SeaTey. ($1.6m), San Diego; 
flat"But Herb. affected the way Campaneris ($1m) and Dalt
life goes on.*'• Alexandet ($955,000); Taw
IF •
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This is the ballot for Precinct No. One and Five for the City of Murray which has Charles Thomas Bogard,
Magistrate for Disgrict No. 1.
Precinct Two, Three and Seven which is District No. Two will show Gil Hopson as Magistrate.
Precinct No. Four and Ten whiChiS District No. Three 111 show Billy M. Erwin as Magistrate.
- 
Prelinct No. Sis, Nine which is District No. Four will show Dan Barreltas,viagistrate.-
I
Hazel Pret incts will have these following Councilmen running on their hallotDewey Elealey, iViNiam`Pratt, Nan-
cy bAccIata; 12.c„P,Ijpippli,„ Ica ifYicaari, treypii B. .9j_iver, f,5h.e.nclog, _
pitchers Rich Gossage of the specific teams, it is obvious
Pirates and Rawly Eastwick that Kapstein feels that the
of the Cardinals; 14-game success of the New York
winner Ross Grirnsley of the.. Yankees ..and ...their con-
Orioles; another pitcher, Pat troversial acquisition, Reggie
Darcy of the Cardinals, and Jackson, backs up his theory
lard-hitting outfielder Ricliie that money spent-on -super-
Zisk of the White Sex. -stars can return manifold.
While Kapstein zealously The Yankees' George
guards the privacy of his Steinbrenner was one of the
transactions, it's figured these big spenders in the 1976 draft,
five players may draw at paying $2.9 million...4os
much as $7 to $11 million. __Iacksoniuid II 9 million for















14 crystals, add up





hitting picked up the team in
September and carried it to
the Yankees' first World
Series victory in 16 years.
Reggie, ivith' tlu'ee home rung
in the final game, was the
Series hero. GuLlett was in-
jured most of the year, but--
still posted a 14-4 record.
The Yankees drew more
than twelmilliob fans both at.--







• Dual conversion resmavar-with IF ------
• Ideal for second car or truck: just 1%x5V4x8%"!
• Squelch control • Built-in noise limiter
• With plug-in-mike, mounting bracket, fused power cord'
• Safety! Convenience! Fun! Give CB this Christmas'




and everything you need for -
CB fun and deperidability!
"PUT YOUR EARS ON" FOR THIS
40 CHANNEL CB PLUS SSB!
Reg.
35995
Realistic TRC-458 effectively triples the power and
channels available! 12 watt P E P. output, auto-modulation
gain control, jacks (Or mobile PA and remote CB speakers.
SMART SANTAS SHOP EARLY . . . MOST STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS TlitHRISTAIAS Most otems
. . also available at
Olympic Plaza Mon.-Sat. 10-7 Radio ShackDealers
- - -. k.._.,12th StreeL---............. ,.....111ose___ d Sun. • . 
ic..., h„ this
------.....oh..
El A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION II NAV VARY et INDIVIDUAL STOR
PA
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MURRAY AREA
COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT ter Cars, Troth.; I Tractors

































STUDENT BODY DEFENSE — Just about all of the Tigers managed ta get in this picture. Frank Gilliam182) is
making the tackle on a Tilghman runner. Other Tigers in the picture include Craig Johnson (65), Keith Car-
twright (44), Robert Whitmer (56), Mike Utley (40), Lane Bridwell (78), Claude Johnson (23) Alvin Parham (74)
and Dwight McDowell, who is partially hidden behind Bridwell. The Tiger defense will be busy Friday, as they










6 a.m. til 11 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m. til Midnight fri. & Sat.







Open 24 hours a day, Every Day!
HAND DIPPED ICE CREAM SUNDAES & SHAKES
Famous For Charbroiled Steaks-and-Seafood Dinners-
' Sandwiches t Plotters *-
5 Potnts .- Murray...Ky.
BREAKFAST PRIVATE
SERVED II OOP MI I 00A M DINING ROOM

















VThettleryou-wrtnt.te choose -741s now-and-pay tater nroe-a-
away from home, or whatever. Ihe layaway plan works for you A •
small deposit holds your purchase until December 24
. •
St4-46.1.:C OtINDS IT t-f01:13S" t.t"wn,
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4
hazard Yet, there is good rea-
soli to be dmcerned about
use, even in more stable
group.. by members who. are
psychologically troubled and
for v horn use may he espe-
cially attractOe because of
LMICRIC stresses. .
• The issue of "decriminaliza-
tion- another area in w hich
what see'nis eminently reason-
able-when we are discussing it --
around a Lonference table has
_ profound -surplus meaning -
from the- standpoint of a larg-
er society. On IN most ra-
UNDGE,gTAMFIING
a health coluntrvot irons the
Alcohol. Drug Abuse, and Mental ,Health Administration
U S Department of Health. Education, and Welfare
No Green light for
Nlarihuana Says Qrug
Institute Director
How to di‘courage drug
Uhl! WI iiuiu I brandIng mars.-
hi,ana users a, tr.üninai i a
C-, n rIMIl e concern ot many
Recent!, when
Dr Robert poPont. Dirccicr
‘ati,4tat- Itt.trtute
PrttL, bit,e. 111,(•tts,td
Pt 'pie 1 e ha. ttwde the
Ihe 1.1,1, of clear-cut Csi-
ifonce that marihuana use.
atelv apparent goes somethingm.'cially -at present' tYpTclillY
trie is
probably tin worse for - one'sserious health -'consequences
heatIth than alcohol and to-has been w ,dely !uterpr,•ted. _
that use is 
. 
-bac"' use
or yy iii I eitaicaii!
or si, 11.1rni c legal &ties 'uhich can he used
and ( are by y irtually all v, ho choose to
do so rherdbre, marihuanaseen .1. c,..mg .'grc,:n tight 
use too is okay and should beto the .1,:,..eLrating trend ,1
S.YenaaC by zritiips in_ It44.11 as well.
Thus. the unintended sUr-hich the t..nsequences ,are
simply not ad...-quately known Plus meaning others attach to
what we say about the scien-t-Iyadence- that infrequent
uge m-- heartier- -egments-a- -tifie-fir--soeial-periiri.? aspects of
marihuana frequently leads toour yx.ptilatton does not ty-pi-
citify lead ii dire consequences quite unintended interpreja-
has 'been interpreted by some - lions of what we have said., In
as intficatine that vers. higfa • a very real -sense. we have
levels of use. use by less fallen into a trap we ourselves
be,bb%tn,l,vtttualc.or use by unwittingly devised by our
younger adolescents or chil- well-intended efforts to be ra-
dren is alsO Without significant tionat .
In my judgment, our con-
sistent --p2itity`oti)eefKeTs1iatilil
be to reduce the levels of use
of all recreational drugs—
from arcohol to -PCP—and the
whole alphabet soup of 'drugs
in between - Now the/ tech-
niques' for doing owill ob-
-siously have- to vary. Reduc-
ing the use of legal drugs such
as alcohol and tobacco will
demand_ a different, approach
than is appropriate for an il-
legal drug such as marihuana.
hut the- overall goal is simple
and' unitary: Reduce use.
tional level, decriminalization
means simply a rnuch-needed-
reform that remoses the mari-
huana user from prison or the
threat of prison. .
But from the -standpoint of
many, decriminalization be-
comes a touchstone—a meas-
ure of the siricsiity.of our in-
tent to continue to actively
discourage marihuana use..
An example with far broad-
er emotional and behavioral
,audications than afi 111Mtedf- •
PAUL WINSLOW'S
Areas largest selection of Hoover,
Eureka Royal, Filter Queen Regina
Premier. Rainbow, Kirby etc
We repair any vacuum ever mode













on this Poulan chain saw,













• 4 pack of oil
• Quart of bar lubricant
• Spark plug
• Spark plug wrench
• Extra cutting chain
• Chain file and holder
,*Toial 'Marl value of bonus fc.,ns $48 3.,
-ONE DAY ONLY-NOV. 5, 1977
Register For Free Poulan Saw
to be given owoy Nov. 5th




1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681
Specials Good
11-3 thru 11-9
We Reserve The Right To Limit Qualities









1, Pit Baked Ham Turkey -
v Turkey Breast B.B.O. Shoulder
49' v Capons Ducks
Smoked Turkey


















































4 •5 Lb.29 
• w 12.50 add. 
purchiSeexcluding tob. lir


















62 lb: • PRE WASH
4). w/12.50 add. purchase •
excluding lob. & • ink
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OWEN'S HAS THE BEST MEATS IN TOWN












TIP $ 4 59 TIP $ 59
I STEAK lb I ROAST lb I
























Field Eckrich All Meat $1 39
ALL MEAT 7nc Bologna lb I 
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1 Legal Notice 1 legal Notice
STATEMENT OF NONDISCRIMINATION
• 'West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Cor-
poration has filed with the Federal Government a
Compliance Assurance in which it assures the Rural
Electrification Administration that it will comply
fully with all requirements of Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and the Rules and Regulations of
the Department of Agriculture issued thereunder,
to the end that no person in the United States shall,
on the ground-of -race, color; or national origin, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to
discrimination in the conduct of its progranl and the
operation of its facilities. Under this Assurance, this
organization is committed not to discriminate
against any person on the ground of race, color or
national origin in its policies and practices relating
to applications for service or any other policies and
practices relating to treatment of beneficiaries and
participants including rates, conditions and ex-
tension of service, use of any of its facilities, at-
tendance at and participation in any meetings of
beneficiaries and participants or the exercise of any
rights of such beneficiaries and participants in the
conduct of the operations of this organization.
"Any person who believes himself or any specific
class of individuals, to be subjected by this
organization to discrimination prohibited by Title
VI of the Act and the Rules and Regulations issued
thereunder may, by himself or a-representative, Me
with the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, DI
C. 2050, or the Rural Electrification Ad-
-ministration, Washington, D. C. 20250, or this
-organization, or all, a written complaint. Such com-
plaint must be filed not later than 90 days after the
alleged discrimination, or by such later date to
which the Secretary of Agriculture or the Rural
Electrification Administration extends the time for
filing. Identity of complainants will be kept con-
fidential except to the extent necessary to carry out
the purposes of the Rules and Regulations."
2 Notice
-Grapefruit Pitt- with Diadcx
plan more convenient than
grapefruits fat satisfying
meats and lose weight. Begley
Drug .




address, phone, and -
























bring ug yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8 ._
x 10 82.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0635. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
_ 
JESUS says in Matthew
28:19, 20. "Go ye'
therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them
in the name of the
Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost:
--Te1sChing then to ob-
serve all things What-
soever I have com-
manded you: And, lo I
am with you always,
even unto the end of the-
world," This directive
Was to the disciples but
is also binding upon all
Christians today. Are
fou observing all things,
commanded you in the
pages of God's Holy
Word? If not you have no
promise of eternal life.
For assistance call 753-
0984.
6. Help Wanted
SOMEONE TO do yard
work. Call 753-3102.
NOTICE-
Richard. Scarbrough, who formerly owned and
operated a business known as Scarbrough Plum-
bing and Electric Service in Murray, Kentucky,
sold such business to Mr. Gene Scruggs, Route 1,
Mlirray, Kentucky, in 1973 and has had no con-
nection with, nor been a part of the operation
thereof since that year. The public is notified that I
am not now aid have not been since 1973 responsible








IT'LL ALL fise OVER IN















Full time service man.
Will consider man
with experience or
someone that is ser-
vice inclined and












































Must be 18 years of












or call Mr. James.
Collect (303)-778-1026.
WANT SOMEONE to help
at logging pulp wood and
firewood. Call 753-2359.
Ex9erienced preferred.
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
STANDING TIMBER by
, the acre or footage. Call
496-8757.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire hair0
Fox Terrier puppy. Call '
753-5669.
15. Articles For Sale
BEAUTY SHOP equip-





dryer, side by side
igra a eeZet ,





clothes, size 11-12. Boys
- size- 16-18. Some hiiliky
sizes. Call 753-3903.
• -..IkLEViR USED.anything




Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift-Shop."
OAK FIREWOOD, 15.00
rick delivered. Call 753-





As low as 10 cents each.
Call
David King, 753-8355
0 1 by! Lino.)
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price. Doris- Rose, 753-
3690.
G.E. 12 cu. ft. white
refrigerator-freezer
with vegetable bins for




would like to sell needle
point canvas by the yard
or roll, all sizes in-
cluding rug canvas at
below wholesale prices.
Also original design kit.
Call 759-1683.
LOVt SEAT, $100. Chair,
$55. Twin beds with
Hollywood frames. $40
each. Will deliver. Call
436-5340 after 5 p.m.
OAK AND HICKORY
firewood for Sale. 815 _
and up. Will deliver. Call
753-2359.
PORTABLE DISH-
WASHER, like new. 640
to $30. 306 South 16th,
Murray, Ky. 753-3478.
YOUR CHRISTMAS
GIFT worries will be
oter,whezi you came see
a unique collection of
'antiques, depression
gliss and dried flower 
arrangements on
display inside the Hair
_Dresser Beauty- -Shop,
201 South 6th St. Sold by
Mr. Euple Morris
through the Month of
November.... Thursday,
Friday and Saturday
from 10 a.in. to 4:30 p.m.
SOLITAIRE Ttflany -
-Setting, v2 carat
diamond ring. White_ ,
gold, size 5. $350. Call
759.1166.
ONE-TH- IRD H.P. Myers
shallow pump and 20
gallon tank. $80. Call
436-2639.
40 OAK and hickory tree




suite. Table and six
chairs including one
captains chair. Server
and china cabinet. Call
1-527-1450.
POTTED FLOWERS,
giant rubber plant, lace
fern, and asparagus
ferns. Several assorted




with time selector and
cookbook. For only
$17.50 per month WAC.
For information call a53-
0395.
FORSALE - white -36'
electric range. Three
years old, $75. Call 753:
2359.
TAPPAN MICROWAVE
oven with time selector
on sale for 8249.00 or
415.00 per month WAC.
For information call 753-
0393.
DUNCAN RHYFE dining
room table, 3 chairs and















16th Street in Fox
Meadows, now has
Paternayan Tapestry




stitch, crewel, and floss
embrodery.
Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and






1974 135 MT diesel. Call
759-1130.
FOR SALE M Farmall
tractor and two row 31t
corn picker. Call 753-





lbs. Wing Chapperal 43-
60 lb. Wing Ketchum 43-
60 lb. Wing arrows. Call
'75-3=6682:
• MARLIN GOOSE gun 12
gauga.3" magnum, 36"
full choke barreL $75.





















hour from 10 a.m. to 5:30





ir37 FREE --Al-Termite 11
Inspection
Certified By IPA
Avoid Costly Moore Repairs
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Neer rimed ord *petered ever AO
peers. De tot ilea my ceirtreer vett ire
I, fhed.








sizes. all densities. Cut
to your specs. West ,Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
-Avenue. 753-6767.
25" G.E. COLOR console
with automatic color
and custom picture for
only $28 per month
WAC. • For information
call 753-0595. •
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.







ZENITH TV SALE. Trade
now and save. All color
TV's bought between
now and Christmas get
free 1 year service.
Sissons Zenith Sales and
Service, 18 miles west of
Murray on Highway 94.
Call 382-2174. Open 7:30-
5:30 or anytime by
appointment.
REPOSSESSED ZENITH
conaple stereo with AM-
FM stereo, 8 track, and
record player. Only 415
per month WAC. For
information call 753-
0595.
G.E. 19" color T.V. with
AFC control and custom
picture. For only $19.00
per month WAC. For
information call 753-
.0595.
FOR SALE: 12 inch black
and white television.
Perfect for dorm room
or second T.V. Good
condition. Best offer.
Call 787-4114 anytime.
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 65 2 bedroom all
electric, furnished
mobile home. Call 753-
6204.
BY OWNER - due to
serious accident we are
forced to sell Cardinal
Court Mobile Home
Park. 11 units now
rented, also 7 spaces
rented, total 18. Income
flaw 21,661-per Month:
Room for 6 more units.
For quick sale Thomas
A. James, Route 3,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 or
call 247-8883.
1.974 MOBILF. HOME.,_ _
bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air,
uncberpinningolice front
porch. • Furnished- or
unfurnished. Call 753-
3418 after 5. 4t
29 Mobile Nome Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for







32 Apartments For Rent
NEWLY DECORATED
apartments for girls.

















and Duroe open gilts,
also purebred Angus









registered. 8 weeks old.
Call 435-4463.
REGISTERED RED
Irish Setters, 2 female, 8











Saturday. 12 noon to 6
p.m. Household goods
and clothes only. Am-




_ Saturday 4th and 5th
fawn 8-? Go through
.Stella then turn South-
west at West Fork
Church on Butterworth
Rd. then turn on Charlie
Thurman Rd., gollo 3rd
house on right-look- for
signs. Old love seat, lots
of tools, Africiel violets,
antiques, milk glass and
depression glass, few

















ends. 1509 Johnson. 9-2.
YARD SALE - Saturday
9-Three family, 2014









stainless steel knife. •
Saturday Bargain Barn
13th and -Main. 9:304 ••
p.m.
GARAGE SALE -
November 5th, 8 a.m.









The Get and Service of The
Following Great Sires
Will Be Featured:
•CrVIR Perfect Victor 31










Free lunch served at 11:00 am
W. Keith Duncan, Owner
,Paul Manker, Mgr.
Phone 1-441-rgi5:"
• Route 9, Marion, Kentucky .
. CittFozr-1,74.__ _
Beautiful landscaped lot 225' s 100' with fruit trees,
flowers, pine trees, and grapevines. PIUS a 12 It 60 mobile
home, furnished with an additional family room,
screened porch and carport. 12 it 16 outside storage
builrlirg Storm doors and windows and low cost oil heat
make this ideal for the newlywed, Single, or retiree. Near
Last Elementary School. 512,000. .
Call or come by
The Nelson Shroat Co., Realtors
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
15 9-1 7 0 7 or 159-1 11 6
THE WILSON IN-
SURANCE and Real
Estate Agency, Inc., has
helped to solve-your real
estate needs for over 25
years. If you are a buyer-
or a seller and we can be
of service to you please
call 753.3263 -anytime.
Our pledge to you is
competent, courteous
service. - -------
120 ACRES - Completely
fenced with most cross-
fenced, _92 __acr-es. - ten- -
dabt liaryi_eX-Stock
barn, tobacco barn &
base. , Located on
Tucicer_-Garland, .Bstast,__




WHY PAY RENT? 606
Broad Street. Neat 3
bedroom, I bath frame"
home, newly decorated
and carpeted. Electric
heat. Large garage and
outside storage building.-r- Convenient to Shopping.
This won't last long at
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41. Public Sales
GARAGE SALE,
Saturday, Nov. 5th. 8-?
1503 Martin -Chapel -Rd.
43 Real Estate
R




opening of The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
REALTORS, we are in
need of listings in
Murray and Calloway
Co. If you have proper-




dedicated to serve the,







Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
7i9-1707 or 759-1716
eKOPPERUDREALTYM
"Tour Key To Happy
House Hunting"
111 Main 7 5 3-1 22 2
ON HIGHWAY 121 West -
stone house and large
shaded lot. WHY
RENT? About 6 miles
- West, double garage
with 2 room apartment
-above. LARGE WT on
121 West has 30 x 60
block barn, could be
used for some type of
business. YOU FINISH
and save- - three 3
bedroom houses under
construction. Buy when
finished on outside or
-9,-Lniti actor wit! give-
price finished. WEST
OF MURRAY 36 acres,
_49 acres, 17 „Wes, jg 85
acres. Call 489-2110.





HOUSE AND 4 acres -
-Newly listed executive
home located four miles
west of Murray near
Southwest Elementary




- room, fenced backyard,
'-outside storage building
-and many -Odra fine
-features. Phone Kop&-
pernd Realty, 753-1222 or
come by our con-
, veniently located office
at 711 Main Street for_
assistance in any real
estate matter.










you in Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
.conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
Kopperud Realty want




Located__ 6 miles from
Murray. This 3.
bedroom, 11/2 bath home
offers easy, happy
family living at -a
reasonable price. Home
is situated on 11'2 Acres
with lots of shade trees














Property - We have
had request recently for
acreage from 2 acres to
50+ ... including
acreage East of Murray.
If you have land you are
interested in selling, all





Us? Your Property With Us
505 elan St. 753-0101
CAN'T find a home you
like? Then buy this lot in
Canterbury and build
--your own. Beautiful
corner lot 1401/2x120. S:
W. corner of Oxford
Drive and Tabard




1707 office, 759-1716 after
hours.
Guy Spann Realty
Key Peopre Rec, Es Pot,
753-7724
901 Sycamore Murray, By.
Better Homes IL Gardens
Would-love this 3 bedroom, 2 bath home with decorator
paper and parquet_formal dining room, family room with
fireplace. This home is found irl' a most pleasant location
that is dose to 'everything for private showing call 753-
1492 Youif be glad you did.
After }MUM- -
Loretta lobs - 753-6079
Elden Spann - 753-8579
Bill Payne • 751-9794
WALKING DISTANCE
FROM MSU - 5
bedroom brick, 2 baths,
carpeting, drapes,




x 22 concrete patio, 12 x













on beautiful wooded lot
near the university:
• Owners transferred and




much more. Priced, to
sell fast! 20's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222. ‘`We are working
hard to provide the best
possible service to you.
- t3-1442
1200 Sycamore
fliencla Jones - 753-8668
Glenda Smith - 753-1499











1111111111111111-. - - -
All TV's have
Sensor Tuning
No moving parts to wear out. The only set on the market
with enough quality built in to give our customers a four
year warranty. (Why settle for 90 Days, as on most TVs?)
We Service What Wc Sell
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center 753-5865
$21,500.
SUPERB SMALL
BUNGALOW - 412 S.




throughout. On good lot,
quiet street. Un-
believable price of
$9,750. Call or come by
105 N. 12th Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 753-8080'.




45. Farms For Sale
50 ACRE L. C. Huie farm
on Johnny Robertson
Road. Beautiful wooded
46 Homes For Sale 49 Used Cars & Trucks
1983 FORD VAN, 6,
FOR SALE BY OWNER cylinder, straight shift.
-
:0's. ,Call 753-8726 




Good condition. Call 753-Near University. Priced 8124.
HOUSE ON 1 acre - six
rooms, bath, big hall
and fireplace, has
garage tool shed. large
block building with
' fireplace, good orchard.
Located on State Line






Located on Quail Creek
Drive in Gatesborough.
Three bedrooms, 2
baths, -large -den with
wood burning fireplace,
living room dining area.
Kitchen with all built-
ins. Lots of closet space
including walk-in. 27011
sq. ft. Call 753-9208 after
6 p.m.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
room brick home on
quiet , street close to
schools. Dining room„
den, 2 full baths. Fully
carpeted, central heat
and air. Lots of storage
including walk-in
closets. Double garage,
patio Call 753-0376 If no
answer call 753-5665.
47. Motorcycles
LAY AWAY a helmet or
any other motorcycle




LAY AWAY a Yamaha
motorcycle now at Town
---and country- -YArrialia,
Murray, Ky. 753-8078.







witt topM, 1973 rkide
Dart Swinger. Call 753-
5809: *':
1968 VOLVO P1800S with
electric over drive and
air condition. 1,3-50.00.
Call Palmersville, TN 
822-5922.
1973 DODGE PICKUP




1971 FORD PINTO, 39,800




brakes. With air. Sharp.
See at 597 South 7th after
4 p.m.
1966 RAMBLER 6
cylinder, with air. Good
condition. Good gas
mileage. ' See at 507
South 7th after 4 p.m..
1970 OPAL KADET,
63,000 miles. Good
second hand car. Call -
753-5029 after 4 p.m.
building sites, and good 1958 CORVETTE 327-375
farm land. Call Eddie  automatic, needs paint.
Huie, 753-5532. Call 354-6206.
FOR SALE - Real nice
1970 Delta 88 Old-
smobile. $650. 1975
Maverick Grabber, AM-
FM stereo, $2550. Call
437-4155.
1969 CAMARO SS, 350
automatic, extra nice. B
Allis Chalmer tractor,
plow and cultivator.-Call.
after 5 p.m. 474-2392.
1972 FORD GRAND
Torino. Loaded with
extras. Priced at $1050.
Must sell. Call 438-2502
or 759-1171.
1973- MONTE CARLO
Landau, new radial tires
- factory mags, steering,
brakes and air. Power
windows and door locks.
white top, pretty blue
finish. Black inside with
bench seats. AM-FM.
46,000 actual miles.





radial tires, $950. Call
489-2595.
49. Used Cars A Trucks
1975 PLYMOUTH Grand
Fury. With air con-
dition, power windows,
new power brakes, and
other extras. $1995. Call
767-2289.
1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
wheel, landau top, ex-
cellent bay. Call 753-
4331.
1975 PINTO station







air. 43,000 actual miles.
$2595. 1973 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Supreme, power
and, air, 43,000 actual
miles. $2195. Four
burner apartment size
stove like new, $50. Call
7.5,3-4131.
1940 GTO, immaculate
condition. 1.97,3 Vov,_ red
• And white • Automatic.
Call 753-0405 days, -after
753-0695.
1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
Wheel, landau top,
excellent buy. Call 753- -
4331.
REGISTERED-SALE
12:30 PM, Nov. 7, 1977 Fritz Farm, Hwy. 68, Fair-
view Kentucky
HEAL TOP CATTLE, BEST BLOOD LINES
Jones and Be. Breeding
' Jones world fop Average
ROBERT A FRITZ & SONS
Fairview, Kentucky 42221
LAKE COTTAGE
On 2 lots at Lakeway Strafes. Nice 2 bedroom
frame cottage with carport, den, carpet. Pretty
water view lot. You wOn't believe the price. Just
$12,500.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
Member of Multiple Listings
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louise Baker; 753-2409
Jock Person, 753-8961 Prentice Dunn, 753-5725
T.C. Collie 753-5122
ROBERTS REALTY NEEDS YOU!!!
You're needed for two particular reasons! First,
we need to show you one of the outstanding
listings we have if you are in the market to buy;.
second, we need more good listings to go-with
-what we have if you're in the market to seU. We
have six full time salesmen just waiting to serve
you. We are members of the multiple listing ser-
vice and are-eager to find-emaetly what you're
looking for!!
Just listed, near Cherry Corner Church is this
eighty acre farm with a pproxiroAtely 50 aceec 
timber. All fenced, pond, stock barn, good house.
$60,000.00.
Modern as tomorrow is the house at 1505
Parklane. Four brItk, dillprisa'Vrange, -
refrigerator, dishwashei.,, carpet_ and 114 ,baths.
Excellent house in excellent neighborhood.
$34,500.00. _
Another new listing can be found at 205 South
16th Street. Three bedroom brick with all
aluminum trim. Built-in range and dishwasher.
Excellent location for University personnel.
Beautiful back yard with aluminum storage
house. $34,250.00.
-15itnifiQ and attractive are only two words to
describe the house at _ Panorama Shores for ,
$34,000.00. Large living room, kitchen, dining
room combination; 11/2 baths; two large
bedrooms. Some furniture included in price.
OSA"'
Take A Timeless -
Brick Traditional
Place it on a large Lot just outside (it', limits. This 2
bedroom home has been well maintained includes den,
builbin de( orative bar between dining room and kit-
chen...built-in storage in utility room 10 10 workshop
with 100 amp service...fruit trees ..f or iir,ate showing,
call 713-1492.
After Hours:
Loretta lobs - 753-6079
Helen Spann - 75378579








For an investment in the future we have 24 acres
of good timber land for only $18,000.00. This is
located just off of old 641 North.
In the Mt. Carmel area we have approximately
55 acres with a good house; nearly new clean-up
shop with ten foot overhead doors; mobile home
hook-up; six stall stock barn; tobacco barn and
other outbuildings for only $55,000.00. Buy the
whole farm at price just quoted or owner would
consider dividing.
Near Tri-City is the twelve acres and five room
brick home. Storm doors and windows, central
gas heat, range, some drapes. $35,900.00.
Sweet and low is the five room house on Dr.
Douglas Road. House and approximately 11/2
acres can be bought for $16,500.00 or if you want
more land, for only $4,000.00 more you can buy
an additional five to six acres.
Plush and lush is the house at 818 North 20th
Street. 2,600 square feet of living space; central
gas heat, central electric air; fireplace; carpet;
disposal; range; refrigerator; dishwastfer; two
,car garage. See it to believe it! $64,500.00.
Want charm and comfort'. Then try the hOWseat
1708 Calloway for, only $31,000.00. Three bedroom
brick, storm doors and windows, disposal, range,
refrigerator.
Too good to last is this brick home at Wiswell.
Approximately 1½ acres of land; three
bedrooms, 114 baths; well and septic tank for
mobile home hook-up; two storage buildings.
$37,500.00.
Get ready for next spring with this 97 acre farm.
Good, seven room house; three car garage;
stock barn; corn cribs; spring fed creek and
pond; good fences. $82,500.00 owner would con-
sider selling house and small amount of acreage.





The all-american beauty is located at 809 Olive
Street. If you deserve only the best this is it. 5,500
square feet of living space, three full baths, three
fireplaces, full basement, beautiful yard.
$66,500.00.
A home and an investment .is this house at 1607
-Viriner. 'Nice living area on main floor and full
basement PLUS three rooms and ballh upstairs
with outside entrance. Excellent home for large
family for only $26,500.00.
Always wanted to live near the rike buf didn't
think you could afford it? You can now with this
three bedroom, asbestos siding home for only
4111.000.00. Only, seven...years. &I_ anfl. readi ter _
immediate occupancy.
Located near the University with ideal rental
possibilities is the house at 206 Woodlawn. Six
large rooms and bath on main floor, two rooms
and bath upstairs. -Outside-entrance for upstairs
apartment if desired. $35,000.00.
Reduced to $18,000.00 is this four room cottage at
the mouth of Blood River. Price includes all
basic furniture. Fireplace, enclosed garage,
screened porch, beautiful view.
No words-can describe the house at-1504 Car-
dinal. Twelve rooms, 31/2 baths, two fireplaces,
central gas heat and central electric air, all
built-ins in kitchen, 30' x 30' deck, many many
more extras. $95,750.00.
Convenience plus prestige is the house at 220
South 13th. Eight room house with 21/2 baths. 3/4
basement with fireplace. Central gas heat, storm
doors and windows. Excellent location for family
with children in school. $40,000.00.
802 North 17th is the location of this 75' x 224' lot'
for only $3,600.00.
Located on Ford Road within two miles of the
. city limits is 24 acres for only $30,000.00. Ex-
cellent subdivision property or seventeen acres
is good farm land. Owner would consider per-
sonal financing.
Located in McCracken County we have seventy
acres, all fenced, with fifty acres being bottom
land. Owner would trade for property in
Calloway County or would consider some per-
sonal financing. $35,000.00.
Located in broppie Hollow we have ten lots for
only $3,90000.
East Y Manor is the site of six lots we have
listed. All have city water. See us for prices and
sizes.
Only one lot left.in Broach Addition near Murray
High School. Located on Southwest corner of
Blair & Cardinal, 112' x 155' and priced at
$5,000.00.
Need a nice workshop? This 2 bedroom house
located in Hazel has a 24' x 32' workshop plus a
separate garage. All this for only $19,500.
Last but definately not least are these two lots on
Blood River. Approximately 135 feet of water
front with concrete ramp for boat loading.
Beautiful view. Build that cottage this winter
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49. Used Cars & Trucks
1971 BUICK Electra 225,
one Owner, clean-new
tires, full power and air.
Call from 8-5 753-2472,
after 5, 753-5141.
SHARP 1968 Chevy
short wheel base pick-
up. 327 automatic with
wide tires and wheels
850.00. Call 354-6217.
1968 GMC Pick-up. Six
cylinder straight shift-
long wheelbase. In good
_cendition. 754.00. Call
3544217.






7534204, 94 p.m. -
...Big. Car - Lithe price. 1973
Dodge PAWS 4-deer Sod.,.
Good tires end mechanical
cattalos. Doris Rose, 753-
3490.




197 1 FORD Custom
pickup truck. Low
mileage. Call after 9
a.m. 7534482.
1971 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive pickup. Like
new condition. Call 767-
3325 after 4 p.m.
1973 BUICK REGAL,
extra clean. Air con-





station wagon. _ One
fawner _car.. Aon-._
dition. Call 435-4177
between 6 and 9 p.m.
1964 CHEVROLET, 2 new
tires, mechanically
good. Call 753-5778 after





Tuesday, Nov. 1 Wed., Nov. 2,
Thursday, Nov. 3





Phone 753-0839 or 753-5287
Murray, Kentucky
-1?-es iTe n liar-77C° In die reibt-
Interior--Exterior
Spray- Brush-Roll
In Shop, Spraying ol Yard fwniiiire-Shulfers --
- -- --- ParkingtorStriping -L-- 
1
• No Job Too Large or Too Small -
We Arc e Fully Insured
GLIDDEN PAINT
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 MG, good condition.
1100.00 firm. Call 753-





department at 1-24 and




both Starcraft and Fan.
Travel trailers and pop
up. Take advantage of
fall prices on new 78
models and be ready for
spring. Bank financing
available. Located 4
miles East of Murray on







equipped. $800 or best
offer. 1965 Pull type
camper, self contained,
16' redecorated, $700 or
best offer. These
campers are in good
' condition. Moving need
to sell. Call 436-5853
anytime.




like new. Call 436-2437




ficient service. NO job








rr 1977 b, Unnod Faio.no Synd.aie Inc
'1-3
utAit-N PONIT WE CALI.. l'HE WHITE
HOUSE AM? ANNOUNCE WE'RE
COMING FOR THe -NIGHT TO VISCUSS








decorative rock or stock




home or industrial. Call




One year. Will measure.
We install for Pa&alls.




steam or dry foam
--method: SerViCetilliger -
has. been .cleaning. the
finest homes for over 30








- 10:00 A. M.
Property Description:
26' x 81" concrete block commercial building on 2 acres
plus lot with 185 highway frontage on S 4th Street within
Murray City Limits Property is zoned 8-2 and is excellent
business property Building has offices and olorge shop
area ideal for auto cleanup, servicing, or- repair, and a
number of other potential business uses Located just nor
th. Ccgag.....&12:1 airiest and across from...the_13.unny
Stood hiiildino_
Terms:
10% down day of sale, balance in 30 days




Bill Kopperud Sponsoring Broker, 753-1222
For All Your hot ion Needs Call Rs.
51 Services Offered
CUSTOM CARPET care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-1335.
QUALITY SERVICE
Compan,y In Air coil












patio awnings and roofs
sealed, white or silver.
Call Jack Glover, 753-







FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348. _
PAINTING, _ INTERIOR,
etterinr. Also dry,svall




by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bilis - eall  -Taylor





















work done at low cost,
call 759-1767 anytime
after 4:30 p.m.





FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor









leaves - rate $1.50 per
hour; Call 767-2442, ask
for Steve, if not there
leave phone number.
YOUNG MOTHER will
babysit with small child





N. otter "do-It-yourself" -
isiotitod deans carpets es...
EASILY-
38 pound portable power-
house does all the work
EFEICTIVILY -
cleans, noses and vacuum
out deep down dirt and




a fraction of thecost
t YOU SAVE UP TO
$25.00 PER ROOM)





TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and














write _ MOTBAD. Con-
struction Co., Route k
Box,409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day cre
ni:ht 442-7026.
54, Free Column
FREE - Six 9 week
puppies. Part-terrier.-
WW be small and will
make ideal house pets.
Call 753-5219.
FREE - 5 week old
puppies. Mother gooct,
squirrel dog and black,





NO-ororl, rowdy to mi. Or boy o 11-Ihrid 
sod save. Complete sod
reedy to ootombie hi op to MOO stopiord, but 
voll roan soy rho
noodod. Sop tiro rest Oros coroo to Costars 
Omit mud buy Ow boot
MKT PEITAKE OWILOONTS 7534004 
NOTICE
Once again its time to buy your
T.V.'s, stereos, 8 tracks and cassettee
recorders for your love ones for
Christmas.
Its easy to buy from the so called
discount and variety stores and even
drug stores_but are you sure they are
discount? Have you checked the
quality and prices with your focal ,
chants? And are you sure of getting
service on the merchandise you pur-
chase at the discount stores? If you
think so, call your local merchants and
see it they will service it.
So, folks a friendly word of advise,
shop your home owsted stores, and
be assured of quality and servicif.
"Lay-Away Now for Christmas"
T.V. Service
Center
Central Shopping Center - 753-13865 •
FOR REAL SERVICE IN REAL ESTATE
See The Friendly Folks At Kopperud Realty
FLICKERING FIREPLACE
Will keep you cozy this winter. Four bedroom, 2
bath home on large *boded lot in the city limits
of Murray. 1n-addition to 4- bedrooms, home
features study, great room with fireplace, large
brick patio with gas grill. This is one of the most
beautiful settings in Murray.
HOUSE AND 4 ACRES
Just listed this executivg home located 4 miles
West of Murray near Southwest Elementary
School. Home features 4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths,
family room with fireplace, formal dining room,
fenced backyard, outside storage building and
much, much more. This is one of the finest
homes we have listed this year. Phone us today
for an appointment to see this exceptional home.
.17
COMBINATION OF RESIDENTIAL AND BUSINESS PROPERTIES.
Ideal home offering Early American charm with wood beamed ceilings, large
stone fireplace, beautiful paneling and woodwork throughout. Adjacent buildings
suitable for small business such as antique shop, professional offices, or retail
outlet. Located at corner of North 5th and Chestnut Streets. Shown by appointment




_ White  House Buildjng.
GOOD TASTE-GOOD BUY
Very neat and attractive 2 story home in quiet
residential neighborhood. Three bedrooms, 2
baths, woodburning fireplace in living room, fen-
ced backyard, newly painted inside and out.
Robertson School District, immediate
possession, and priced in the 40's. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222 for more information.
At Kopperud Realty
"Our Time is Your Time Anytime"
CUTE, COMFORTABLE L QUIET
Three bedroom brick charmer on beautiful
wooded lot near the university. Owners being
transferred and want a quick sale. Home has
economic gas heating, fireplace in living room,
fenced backyard and much more. Priced to sell
fast. 20's
Murray's Fastest Growing Realty
KOPPERUD
REALTY
GET READY FOR WINTER
In this almost new 3 bedroom, 2 bath home I mile
from Murray. Many outstanding features in-
cluding great room with wood-burning fireplace,
central heat and air, beautiful cabinets in kit-
chen, large 2 car garage with workshop, outside
storage building, wooden deck in back of house.
Priced to sell fast. 30's.
At Kopperud Realty, we are working hard to '
provide the best possible service to you.
+IMP.
LYNN GROVE 1
If you like lots of elbow room, this home is for
you. Home has nine rooms including4 bedroom.
1'2 baths and lovely kitchen-dining room com-
bination. Located in Lynn Grove, this home is
situated on over one acre with beautiful trees




Rare opportunity to own property overlooking
the lovely manicured Murray Country Club golf
course. Three bedroom brick home, large stock
barn" and 16.72 beautiful acres with over 2,300
feet Of fairway frontage. Excellent development
potential or an exclusive country estate for the
discriminating property buyer. This is truly an
unusual offering. Don't miss this - phone us
today. This property can be divided and the
house sold without-acreage. .
• AUTUMN SPECIAL
This new fisting sparkles inside and-out. Lots of
house for the money with this 4 bedroom, 2-bath
home on large lot, only minutes from Murray
City limits. Beautiful' yard with fenced area for
horses. Priced in the 30's.
Coll on any of our courteous Soles Associates. Our
people con be your most valuable natural resource.
Evenings Call:
George Gallagher - 753-8129
Harry Patterson - 492-8302
Geri Andersen - 753-7932
Bill Rayburn - 753-4474
Bill Kopperud 753-1222




- Mrs. Beedie Outland of
Murray Route One lied this
morning at 9:05 at the Con-
valescent Division of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She. was 84 years of
age and the wife of the Rev.
Edd Outland ti'ho died April
n, 1937.
Survivor's- include- "one
daughter, Mrs. J. W. (Estelle
Johnson, Paducah Route Two;
two sons, William Outland, 416
South Eighth Street, Murray,
and L. E. Outland, Murray
Route One; four stepsons,
V.'avel Outland, Memphis, Tn.,
Hanabal Outland, Detroit,
Mich., and Colie and. Kelly
Outland, Murray; five
grandchildren; six great
grandchildren. One son, D. V.
Outland died September 25 of
this year.
The Max Churchill Funeral





The funeral for Mrs. Lottie
D. Curtis will be held tonight,
Thursday •1 at 7:30 at the
chapel of the Munday Funeral
Home, Paducah, with the Rev.
Rosetta Fuller Chandler of-
ficiating. Pfizer ,
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery at ten a.m. on
Friday. Friends may call at
the funeral home. Prices of stocks of focal interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Burial will-be ift the. MurrayTimes-by-UM-Stamen Co. of Murray are
City Cemetery .at
Friday. Friends may. call at
the funeral home. .
Mrs. Curtis, age 83, a
resident of Blackburn Court,
Paducah, died Monday at 1:40
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. She is survived by
one niece, Mrs. Leier Bran-
don, - Hopkinsvilie, 'Iwo
nephews, Anthony and Noble
Dixson, Detroit, Mich., and
one sister-in-law.
Students Named To Honor Roll At Murray Middle 
Temple Hill Lodge To
Hold Meet Saturday
The following students have
achieved an academic
standing of 2.50-3.00 for the
first nine weeks grading
period at Murray Middle




Bell, Jon Mark Billington, bill
Bossing, Tim Brown, Jill
Burkeen, Mike Childress
Missy Conner, -Valerie Curry,
Mike Daniel, Alka Dhall,
Missy Emerson,- Kay Farley,





Joy Hina, Susan Hina, Loretta
Hicks,. Gail Horn, Rebbie
Houston, Velvet Jones,
Melanie Kelly, Holly Knight,
Laurie Lovett, Monica Nance,
Jonathan Overbey, Kim Oles.
Melanie Roos, Donna
--Rousse, Lori-Schanbacher,
Susie Smith, Robert Stout,
Doug Story, Whitney Taylor,.
Mary Thibodeaux, Jimmy




Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Tunes by First of Michigan, Corp . of
Mtu-ray, are as follows
Heublein Inc. M
McDonalds Corp. 450. -04
Ponderosa Systems  13k. inc
Kimberly Clark 370. +Ls
Union Carbide 41 +0.
W R. Grace 2614 -1,
Texaco 27 uric_
General Elec . 491. unc
GAF Corp - 9.ii unc
Georgia Pacific 26'-4 46 -
25 4-1-.
Jim Walters Vt. -LA
Kirsch  18 une
Disney'  35k  +'-s

































  -13°. unc
Diana Adams, Paul Austin, Sharlisa Ford, Mike Garland,
Mark Austin, Carol Beaman, Mary Ann Gordon, Karen
Tracy Beyer, Steve Blivens, Greed, Angie Hale, Lisa
,Barry Bogard, Bobby Boyd, Harrison, Cindy Haws, David
Mark Burress, Maria Bur- Heathcott, Harriet Hood,
nley, Brent Clark, Michelle Mark Hussung, Kim Jenkins,
Cook, Patsy Crawford, Craig -Linda Johnson, Cheryl
Crawford. Johnston, Paulette Kelley.
Ha Dinh, Diana Duncan, Thais Lanning, Lana
Gay Evans, Jon Farless, Lasater, Lynn Loberger,
Fall Festival At Southwest Saturday
The annual Fall Festival
will be held at the Southwest
Calloway Elementary School
on Saturday, November 5,
with the events to run from
6:00 to8:30
Highlighting the activities
will be the crowning of the
King and Queen. Games and
activities will be held
throughout the evening, and
sandwiches, cold drinks,
coffee, candy, etc., will be
sold.
The event is Sponsored by
the Southwest Parent-Teacher
Club and the public is urged to
attend, a PTC spokesman
said.
. There are four general cate-
eories of musical instruments:-
aerophones, ur wind in-
struments; inembranophones,
also known as "skin-sounders"
or drums; chordophones, -or
strin g-sounders; and elec-
trophones, or instruments that
use an electric current to pro-











Includes Salad Bar, Choice of Potato,
and Hush Puppies.
Regular Menu Price $3.25




  4 13rnci
Closed Monday





7 S 3 I 1
Ho, 641 II
Wendy Lovett, Samir Mah-
foud, Jeff Miller, Stacey
Mobley, Bettie Moore, Don
Moseley, Laurie McIntosh,
Pam Padgett, Suzanne Pit-
man, Chris Priddy.
Kathy Roberts, Gena
Rogers, Cheryl Rose, Karla





Bill Smith, Carol Spann,
Teresa Suiter, Sheila Sum-
meville, Tina Swift, Jimmy
Sykes, Kim Tharpe, Jill
Thompson, Lora Thompson,
tynnette Thompson, Doug
Tutt, Scott Turner, Mae
Umar, Ben Underwood, Kim
Walls, Terri Wells, Sandra
Whaley, Amy Whitlow.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 776
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet Saturday,
November 5, at 7:00 p.m. at
the lodge hall. Work will be in
the Master Mason degree.
Ronnie Ross, master of the
lodge, invites all Master
Masons to attend.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
354.9, down 0.2.
Below dam 304.7, down 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 353.9,
down 0.3.
Below dam 316.6, down 0.1.





Following is a Kst of Democratic nominees selected by the
Democratic Party by vote in the May primary'election to run
for office in the general election. We urge all Democrats land
others) to support these nominees with an ffj on November
















Meares L. Walker Ft.
Coroner
Pai+For Bs









Reel Stalls Jr. ,




fliNy J. Ileleetine 17.
ity Clouneil (Ward A)
Johnny E.. Rickman
I H. Nardemin
VtilHani R. Ferchsrs T- --
Dr. J. D. Ovtlend '17
C. C. Lowry
Howard KeeneeT:




Federal State Market News Service
November 3, 1977
Kentucky Purchase-Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts • Act 418 Est. 750 Barrow. &
Gilth 50 higher Sows steady - 50 lower




US 1-3 200-240 lbs.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs
US 3-4 260-280 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 2704501W. 632.00-33.00
US 1-3 300-500 lbs .  $31 00-32 OD
US 1-3500-650 lbs 533.00-34.00 few 34 50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs - 531.00-31.50











Ill St. I39k 753-001$









Distinctively Magnavox —in styling and perform-
ance—this outstanding value automatically brings
you eye-pleasing pictures in any light.., plus
brilliant color on its Precision In-Line Tube, and
the reliability of a 100% solid-state chassis. '
Vou Haul It-SALE-•Reg.-$499.00
Only 7 To Sell
MAGNAVOX
QUALITY IN EVERY DETAIL
  B MUSIC-MAGNAVOX




















We Democratic nominees ask for your vote and support in the November 8 General Election.
We ask that you vote for candidates who can work together for the positive good of Murray.
We feel that a Mayor and Council who con work together is a vitally important consideration in this election.
We feel that a Mayor who can furnish leadership and who can work with the Council is necessary for the positive
growth and well-being of the City of Murray.
Outland
Sammons
George
CANDIDATES
,4
